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A bstract
A spatial autoregressive process with two parameters is investigated in the 
stable and unstable cases. It is shown that the limiting distribution of the least 
squares estimator of these parameters is normal and the rate of convergence is 
n 3 /2  if one of the parameters equals zero and n otherwise.
1 Introduction
Consider the AR(1) time series model
\a X k - i  +  £fc, k >  1,
Xk — \ 
k [0, k — 0 .
The least squares estimator <5„ of a  based on the observations {Xk : k — 1 , . . . ,  n} 
is
-  _  J2k= i X k - i X k
n  y 2  '
l^k=1 X k - 1
It is well known th a t in the stable (or, in other words, asymptotically stationary) case 
when |a | < 1, the sequence (a n)n> 1 is asymptotically normal (see Mann and Wald
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[15] or Anderson [1]), namely,
n 1/ 2 (3n — a) —^  N (0 , 1  — a 2).
In the unstable (or, in other words, unit root) case when a  — 1, the sequence 
(a n)n> 1 is not asymptotically normal but
© JoW( t )dW( t )
n ( a n — 1 — > ------------------,
f 0 W 2(t)d t
where {W (t) : t G [0,1]} denotes a standard Wiener process (see e.g. W hite [23], 
Phillips [19] or Chan and Wei [10]).
The analysis of spatial models is of interest in many different fields such as ge­
ography, geology, biology and agriculture. One can turn  to Basu and Reinsel [4] for 
a discussion on these applications. These authors considered a special case of the so 
called unilateral AR model having the form
P1 P2
X k,i — a i,j X k - i , i - j  +  £k,i, aoio — 0 . ( 1 .1 )
i= 0  j= 0
A special case of the above model is the so-called doubly geometric spatial autoreg­
ressive process
X  k,i — a X k - 1,1 +  ¡3Xk,i- 1 — a ^ X k - 1,1 - 1  +  £k,i,
introduced by M artin [16]. This was the first spatial autoregressive model for which 
unstability has been studied. It is, in fact, the simplest spatial model, since the 
product structure y>(x, y) — x 2 — a  x — 3 y +  a  3  — (x — a)(y  — 3 ) of its characteristic 
polynomial ensures th a t it can be considered as some kind of combination of two 
autoregressive processes on the line, and several properties can be derived by the 
analogy of one-dimensional autoregressive processes. This model has been used by 
Jain [14] in the study of image processing, by M artin [17], Cullis and Gleeson [11], 
Basu and Reinsel [5] in agricultural trials and by Tj0 stheim [21] in digital filtering.
In the stable case when | | < 1 and | 3| < 1, asymptotic normality of 
several estimators ( 3 m,n,3m,n) of (a , 3 ) based on the observations {Xkjl : 
1 ^  k ^  m and 1 ^  I ^  n} has been shown (e.g. Tj0 stheim [20, 22] or Basu and 
Reinsel [3, 4]), namely,
as m, n  with m /n  ^  constant > 0  with some covariance m atrix .
In the unstable case when a  — 3  — 1, in contrast to the AR(1) model, the 
sequence of Gauss-Newton estimators (3n,n ,3 n,n ) of (a, 3) has been shown to
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be asymptotically normal (see Bhattacharyya, Khalil and Richardson [7] and Bhat- 
tacharyya, Richardson and Franklin [8 ]), namely,
N (0, E)
with some covariance m atrix E. In the unstable case a  — 1, |3| < 1 the least 
squares estimator turns out to be asymptotically normal again (Bhattacharyya, Khalil 
and Richardson [7]).
Baran, Pap and Zuijlen [2] discussed a special case of the model (1.1), namely, 
when p 1 — p 2 — 1 , a 0 1  — a 1 0  —: a  and a 1;1 — 0 , which is the simplest spatial 
model, tha t can not be reduced somehow to autoregressive models on the line. This 
model is stable in case |a | < 1/2 (see e.g. W hittle [24], Besag [9] or Basu and Reinsel 
[4]), and unstable if |a | — 1/2. In [2] the asymptotic normality of the least squares 
estimator of the unknown param eter a  is proved both in stable and unstable cases.
In the present paper we study the asymptotic properties of a more complicated 
special case of the model (1 .1 ) with p 1 — p 2 — 1 , a 1;1 — 0 , a 1 0  —: a  and a 0 1  —: 3 .
Our zero start triangular spatial autoregressive process {X k l : k, I G Z, k +1 >  0} 
is defined as
This model is stable in case |a | +  |3| < 1 (see again W hittle [24], Besag [9] and Basu 
and Reinsel [4]), and unstable if |a | +  |3| — 1.
(a, 3) based on the observations {X k l : (k, I) G H } can be obtained by minimizing 
the sum of squares
0 ,
a X k - 1,1 +  3 X M - 1  +  £k,£, for k +  I  >  1 ,
for k +  I  — 0 .
(1 .2 )
For a set H  C {(k, I) G Z 2 : k + 1 >  1}, the least squares estimator (<3H , 3 h ) of
(M)eff
with respect to a  and 3 , and it has the form
For k, I G Z with k +  I >  1, consider the triangle
Tk/  :— { (i,j)  G Z2 : i +  j  >  1, i ^  k and j  ^  I}.
For simplicity, we shall write Tn :— Tn n for n  G N.
T h e o re m  1.1 Let {£k,i : k , l  G Z, k + 1 >  1} be independent random variables with 
E £k/  — 0, Var ekjl — 1 and sup{E e \ e : k, I G Z, k +  I >  1} < to . Assume that 
the model (1 .2 ) is satisfied.
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H 1 / 2  aTm’n — a  —^  n (o ,  ) as m, n  ^  to  with m /n  ^  constant > 0 ,
\h^T m,n ^ /
I f  |a | +  |3| < 1 then
where
and
,/3 “  0 a .a) V i1“ ./3 1
,p :— ( ( 1  +  a  +  3)(1 +  a  — 3)(1 — a  +  3)(1 — a  — 3))
1 / 2
( 1  — a 2  — 3 2 V “ — 1
2af3a 2a,^
if a 3  — 0 , 
otherwise.
I f  |a | + 1 and 0  < |a | < 1 then
{m n )1/2 _  °p\ -^ ( 0 , (2g2a ) as to, n -> to
with m /n  —>■ constant > 0 ; where g2a =  ( |a |( l  — |« |)) 1 and ^ a ,/3 denotes the 
adjoint matrix of
_  1 sign(a3) 
' “ ’^  ' ^sign(a^) 1
If |a | +  |31 — 1 and |a | G {0 , 1 } then
(m n)3 /4 (  ^  (0 , £) as m, n  ^  to  with m /n  ^  constant > 0 ,
where
For the sake of simplicity, we carry out the proof only for m — n. The general 
case can be handled with slight modifications. We can write
aT — a  \ _  i .T n \ — B- 1 a
/3T„ — 3  —
with





X k - i’i 
X k_ 1’iXfc’^  i
Xfc-i’iXfc’i - i  
X L  i




P ro p o s itio n  1.2 I f  |o| +  |3| < 1 then
n - 2 B„ E -1
If |o| +  |31 =  1 and 0  < |o| < 1 then
, - 5 / 2 B„ c t 2 *
as n  —> oo.
as n  —> oo,
where
If M  +
2 9 / 2
15y/Tr\a\(l  -  H )
1 and |o| G {0,1} then
n - 3 Bn as n  .
P ro p o s itio n  1.3 If |o| +  |3| < 1 then
n - 1An ^  N  ^0 , S -1^  as n  ^  to .
If |o| +  |31 =  1 and 0  < |o| < 1 then
n - 5 / 4 An ^ N  (0 , ^ a„a) as n  ^  to .
If |o| +  |3| =  1 and |o| G {0 , 1 } then
n - 3 / 2 An ^ N  (0 , S -1 ) as n  ^  to .
In cases |o| +  |3| < 1 and |o| +  |3| =  1, |o| G {0,1} these propositions 
obviously imply the corresponding statem ents of Theorem 1.1. In the third case we 
have B - 1 =  Bn/d e t Bn, where Bn denotes the adjoint matrix of Bn . Thus, the 
statem ent of Theorem 1.1 in case |o| +  |3| =  1 and 0 < |o| < 1 is a consequence 
of the following propositions.
P ro p o s itio n  1.4 If |o| + 1 and 0  < |o | < 1 then
n 9 / 2  det Bn — 2ct22Q, 2a^a as n  —> oo.
P ro p o s itio n  1.5 If |o| + 1 and 0  < |o| < 1 then
7/2B nA n — > 7V(0, 2 o -^ 2 ^a,p) as n —>■ oo.






X , i - 1
■ N  (0 , 1  )
as m, n  ^  ^  with m /n  ^  constant > 0 , where we take the (uniquely defined) 





The aim of the following discussion is to show tha t it suffices to prove Propositions
1.2 -  1.5 for a  ^  0 and 3  ^  0 with a  +  ¡3 ^  1. First we note tha t the random 
variable X kjl can be expressed as a linear combination of the variables (ej j : (i, j )  G 
Tk,i}, namely,
Xk,i — E
k +  l  — i — j  
k — i
xk-i (1.3)
for k, I  G Z with k +  I  ^  1. Now put ekjl := ( — 1 )k+l efc l for k, I  G Z with 
k + 1 ^  1. Then {ekil : k, I  G Z, k + 1 ^  1} are independent random variables with 
E efc,i =  0, V arekjl =  1 and sup{E : k, I  G Z, k +  I  ^  0} < to . Consider the 
zero start triangular spatial AR process {X kjl : k, I G Z, k +  I ^  0} defined by
k,l
—aXfc_i,i — 3 X k,i-i +  , for k +  l  ^  1 , 
0 , for k +  l  — 0 ,
Then, by the representation (1.3),
X M — E  ( k +  k — i ^  (—a ) k - i(—3)l - j — ( — 1 )k+l X M
(*,j)eTfcji









X L  i ,
Bn
Consequently, in order to prove Propositions 1.2 -  1.5 for a  ^  0 and 3  ^  0 with 
a  +  3  ^  — 1 it suffices to prove them for a  ^  0  and 3  ^  0  with a  +  3  ^  1 .
Next put ek,i :— ( — 1)k£kjl for k, l  G Z with k +  l  ^  1. Then { e ^  : k , l  G 
Z, k +  l  ^  1} are independent random variables with E ek,i — 0, Varek,i — 1 and 
sup{E e l i : k, l  G Z, k +  l  ^  0} < to. Consider the zero start triangular spatial AR 
process {X kjl : k, l  G Z, k +  l  ^  0} defined by
X,k ,i
—aXfc_i , i +  3Xk ,i_ i +  £k ,i, 
0 ,
for k +  l  ^  1 , 
for k +  l  — 0 .
Then, by the representation (1.3),
Xk,i — E  ( ‘ + k  — i — 0  (—“ »k - ,3 ' - ) e i j  — (—1 )kX.k,i
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for k, l  G Z with k +  I  ^  0. Hence,
Consequently, in order to prove Propositions 1.2 -  1.5 for a 3  ^  0 with |a | +  131 ^  1 
it suffices to prove them for a  ^  0  and 3  ^  0  with a  +  3  ^  1 .
The proof of Propositions 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 are provided in Sections 3, 4, 5 
and 6 , respectively. Section 2 is devoted to the limiting behavior of the covariance 
structure of the random field l : k, l  G Z, k +  l  ^  0}.
2 Covariance structure
By the representation (1.3), we obtain tha t for all k i , l i ,k 2 , l 2 G Z with ki +  l i  ^  0 
and k2 +  l 2 ^  0, and for all a , 3  G R,
Cov(Xfclii 1 ,Xfc2 )
using the stationary solution of the equation (1 .2 ) considering it on the whole lattice
(i j )eTfci ,e1 n Tk2 ,i2 
where an empty sum is defined to be equal to 0 .
L em m a 2.1 If |a | +  |3| < 1 then
|Cov(Xfci , i i ,X fc2 ,i2 )| ^
( |a | +  |3 |) |fcl- fc2| + |11 -121
( l - ( | a |  +  | / 3 | ) 2 ) 2
If |a | +  |31 =  1 and 0  < |a | < 1 then
|Cov(Xfcl j £1, X k 2/ 2)\ ^  C ( a ) \ / k i  +  ¿i +  k2 +  ¿2
with some constant C (a) > 0 .
If |a | +  |3 | =  1 and |a | G {0 , 1 } then
|CoV(Xfc1 ji 1, x fc2 ll 2 )| ^  k 1 +  l 1 +
R e m a rk  2.2 In case |a | +  |3| < 1 one can derive the sharper estimate
Z 2 (see the proof of Proposition 2.3), but we do not need it.
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P ro o f  o f  L em m a 2.1. Suppose th a t |a | +  |31 < 1. Formula (2.1) implies
|Cov(Xfcl,i1 ,X fc2 ,i2)| ^  E  ( |a | +  |,9 |)k1+k2+l1+l2—2i—2j
(i,j)eTfc1 ,i1 n Tk2,i2
oo oo
^  ( |a | +  |3 |) |kl- fc2| + |1 1 -1 2 1  ] T  E ( l “ l +  l3l)2('
We have
TO 2
E E ( H  +  i3i)2(“+v) =  (  E ( H  +  i3i)2w)
= 0 v= 0  w = 0 ' ( l  -  ( |a | +  |3 |)2)
2
hence we obtain the statement.
Now let |a | +  |3| =  1 and 0 < |a | < 1. If ki +  l i  = 0  or k2 +  l 2 =  0 then 
Cov(Xk1jl1, X k 2 j l2  ) =  0. By the monotonicity properties of the binomial coefficients 
and by Stirling’s formula, for all a  G (0,1) there exists a constant c(a) > 0 such 
tha t
n ' a fc( l - a ) n- k ^  for n = l , 2 , . . . ,  O ^ j f e ^ n .  (2 .2 )
(This is also a consequence of the expansion in the Local Central Limit Theorem 
for Bernoulli random variables; see Petrov [18, Chapter VII, Theorem 6 ].) Hence, if 
k 1 + 1 1 ^  1 and k2 + 1 2 ^  1 with k1 ^  k2 and l 1 ^  l 2 then by (2 .1 ) and (2 .2 ),
1
1^+^1 - 1  m
E E
m= 0  u= 0  
&1 + 1 1  —1
m \ ( m  +  k 2 -  k 1 +  l 2 -  l 1^ a fc2 —fc1+2« ^ l2 —l 1+2m—2«
1 +  E
u +  k2 — k1 
c(|a |)
rn=i +  k2 -  kl +  h  ~  h  u=0 Vu
E  ( : ) | a | « ( 1  — |a | r  
« — 0 ' '
ffe1+ l1 dx
^  l +  c(|a |) , -----------------------------
Jo 's! x  +  k2 — ki +  ^ 2 — t \
=  1 +  2 c(|a |) ( / k 2 +  ^ 2 -  \ / k 2 -  ki +  l 2 -  t \ j
^  ( 1  +  2 c ( |a |) )v /ki +  k2 +  +  t 2.
u
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If ki +  l i  ^  1 and k2 +  l 2 ^  1 with ki ^  k2 and l i  ^  l 2 then again by (2.1) 
and (2 .2 ),
|Cov(Xfci,ii ,X fc2 ,i2 )|
' 1^ 2  ^  /^ m +  l i -  l A  /^ m +  k 2 -  kA  a fc2 -fci + 2«^li - l 2+2m -2u 
m= 0  u= 0  '  U / V u +  k 2  k i /
^  !  +  fclV _ l  7 C ( | a | )  V  +  k2 -  ^  |Q, | fc2 - f c l + « ( l  _  H r  
 ^ a / t o  +  ^ 1  -  ^ 2  n  V  u  +  k 2  “  k l  /m=i v u= 0  v y
f k' + e* dx
c(\a I JtI sJx +  fi _  <2 = 1 +  2 c<ia i>
^  (1 +  2c(\a\))\/ki +  k 2 +  £i +  ¿2 -
The other cases follow by symmetry.
Next, let a  =  1 and ft =  0. Then for l i =  l 2 we have Cov(Xkljll,X k2,l2) =  0. 
Moreover Cov(Xkl jl,X k2jl) =  l  +  min{ki ; k2}. The other cases can be handled 
similarly. □
For n  G N, let us introduce the piecewise constant random fields
Yl(,0 )(s,t) :=  X [ns] + i,[ni], Y0(,l)(s,t) :=  X [ns], [ni] + i ,
Z (” )(s ,t) := n - i / 4 X[ns]+i i[„i], z 0"i)(s ,t) := n - i / 4 X M > i ]+ i,
U(lo (M ) := n - i / 2 X[„s]+ i i[„i], U0 l )(s ,t) := n - i / 2 X[„s]i[„i]+ i, 
for s , t  G R with s +  t ^  0.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3 Let s i , t i , s 2 , t 2 G R with s i +  t i > 0, s2 + t 2 > 0.
If |a | +  |ft| < 1 then
/Cov(Yi(l0)( s i , t i ) ,y i(” )(s2 , t 2 )) Cov(Yi(l0)( s i , t i ) ,y c(ll )(s2 , t 2 ))A y ( . . ) 
(,Cov(y<0 ' ( s 2 , t 2 ),Y Ji? ( « „ < 1)) Cov(y[i">(«„<,),Y 0ii ( s 2 , t 2 ) ^ ^ ( s i -i i - s2-i2)
as n  —> oo, where
i y - i  = f 1
ya , l3 ( s i , t 1: S 2 , t 2 ) =  { 2 0,13 a,/3 I g a , / ?  1^  eaP  T ) , if si =  «2 , t i  =  t 2 ,
0 , otherwise.
Moreover, if  si =  S2 or t i  =  t 2 then the convergence to 0 has an exponential rate. 
If 0 < a  < 1 and ft = 1  — a  then
/C o v (Z (l0)( s i , t i ) ,Z (l0)(s2 , t 2 )) Cov(Z(l0)( s i , t i ) , Z g ( s 2 , t 2 ) ) \  (s t , ) 1  
!vCov(Z(l0)(s2 , t 2 ) ,Z 0l )( s i , t i ) )  C ov(z0l)( s i , t i ) , z 0l )(s2 , t 2 ) ^  a( 1, b 2, 2)
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as n  ^  to , where 1  denotes the two-by-two matrix of ones and
V/sI + S2 +il+i2 - \ / l sl - s2 | + | i l - i 2 •/* i w ■> /, , \
, . . n i -------------- / , n ,------------ -- if  { l - a ) { S l - s 2) =  a { t 1 - t 2),
Za (s i , t i ,  S2 , t 2 ) =   ^ V2n“ (i- a)
0 , otherwise.
Moreover, if  (1 — a )(s i — S2 ) =  a ( ti  — t 2 ) then the convergence to 0 has an 
exponential rate.
If a  G {0, 1} and ft = 1  — a  then
i Cov(Ui(l0)( s i , t i ) ,  U{l0)(s2 , t 2 )) C ov(U ilj(s i , 11 ), (s 2 , t 2 ))  ^
lvCov(Ui(l0)(s2 , t 2 ), U0li)( s i , t i ) )  Cov(u0li)( s i , t i ) ,  U0 li)(s2 , t 2 ))y
>Ma (si, t i ,  s2 , t 2 )I
as n  , where
Ua(si, t i ,  s2 , t 2 ) =
• «i+«2 +  t i  +  t 2 - | s i - S 2 | - | t i - t 2 | ^  ^  _  a ^ Si  _  S2) =  a (i l  _ t 2 ) ;
otherwise.
In the proof of Proposition 2.3 we make use of the following two theorems.
T h e o re m  2.4 Let £i, • • •, and ni, • • •, ni be independent, identically distributed 
random variables such that
P(£i =  1) =  P(ni =  0 ) =  a,
with some a  G (0,1). Let
P(£i =  0 ) =  P(ni =  1 ) =  1 —
s ( a) := Ci +  ••• +  &, Si(i-a ) := ni +  ••• +  ni, Sk,i := s ( a) +  (2.3)
and
Then
_  ak  +  ( 1  — a ) l
a := k T i  '
P (Sk,e > ( k  +  t )x)  ^  e- ( k+W *(x\  for all x > a ,
P (Sk,e ^ ( k  +  t )x)  ^  for all x <  a ,
with some Ia(x ) > 0 , which depends only on a  and x (and does not depend on 
k , l ).
P ro o f. By Hoeffding’s inequality for independent, not necessarily identically dis­
tributed Bernoulli random variables (see Hoeffding [12]), the statem ent holds with
Ia (x)
|x lo g §  +  ( l - x )  l o g f j ,  x  G [0, 1],
, otherwise.




T h e o re m  2.5 For some a  G (0,1) let Sk,i be the random variable defined by (2.3) 
and let
m k,l : ESkJl , bk,l : VarSk,l, xj,k,l : (j m k:,l)/
Then we have the following asym ptotic expansion in the Local Central L im it Theorem:
P(Sk,e — j )  , exp { - x 2 fc£/ 2 }
V 2 n 6 fcji k + 1
for all k, l  ^  1 and j  G {0, 1, .. ., k +  l}, with a constant Ca > 0 depending only 
on a  (and not depending on k , l , j ).
P ro o f. Using the inversion formula, we get that
P ( S k , e = j )  =  —  e - ^ ' E e ^ d  t
2 n 2ny/bk,e .
CVbk.i
-nJbhA
e - l t X j . fc.1 / M (t)d t,
where denotes the characteristic function of (S's;/ — rrik/) /^/bk/-  Again by the
inversion formula,
_ ^ e - æ2/ 2 =  —  [  e- i t x - t 2/2 di;
a/^tt 2 tt y _ 00
Hence,
Aj,k,e P(Sk,e — j )  - exP {—Xj fc^ /2}  
V 2 n 6 fcji




J l ( k , l )  +  J 2 (* ,l) +  J s ( M ) ) ,
dt,J i ( k , l ) :=  ƒ  |/fc,i(i) -  e - t 2 / 2
|i|^1/(4Lfc)l)
J 2 (k ,l) := ƒ  |/fc,i(t)| dt,
l/(4Lfc,£X|iK7TA/6fc,£




Lk,i := E  E|Ci — ECi|3 +  E  E|ni — Eni|3
\i= i i=i /
We have
fk,i(t) — e- t 2 / 2  ^  16Lk,i|t|3e-t2/3 for |t| ^  1/(4Lk,i), 
see Petrov [18, Chapter V, Lemma 1]. Hence
/TO |t|3 e- t  / 3  dt =  9.-TO
It is easy to check that
bk / =  (k +  e ) a (  1 - a ) ,  L k / = ~ ---- 7 ^ =  with ca := — ----  1 2V
4caV/6M 4 ( 1  — 2a +  2a2)
Hence
144
■ M M K  -----« = •  (2-4)
ca y  bk,l
Moreover 1/(4L M ) =  ca implies
Mk,o = Vhr. ƒ  i/w(«^)id«.
Cp ^  |t|
Clearly gk/ ( u )  := f k,e{u^ft%e), u £  R, is the characteristic function of S kie — m k^, 
hence
gk,i(u) =  e- i “ m k -1 h i(u )k h2 (u)1,
where h i and h 2 denote the characteristic functions of £i and ni, respectively. 
Hence
h {k7t) = yl%~e J  |/ii(w)|fc|/i2(w)fdw.
Cp ^  1t|
We have
hi(u) =  1 — a  +  ae iu, h2 (u) =  p +  ( 1  — p)eiu,
hence
|h i(u ) | 2 =  |h2 (u ) | 2 =  1 — 2 a ( 1  — a ) ( 1  — cos u).
Applying the inequality 1 — x ^  e- x , x G R, we obtain
J 2 (k, i)  ^  \ / b ki£ J  exp { — (k +  ¿ )a (l — a ) ( l  — cos w)} du,
Ca ^  11|
thus
h ( k , £ )  ^  2 n \fb k^ z exp { — bk,e(l -  cosca )}. (2.5)
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J 3( M ) =  [  e ~ i 2/ 2d t ^  - - - - - I  | t | e _ i 2/ 2d t = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ‘2- = e ^ c^ bk-tl‘2,
J  Ca y ^ /  J  c a y ^ /
I £ | -S' ca  - y / 1 11 ^  ca  -y/bfc,^
thus
j 3( k , e ) ^ — ? = .  (2.6)
ca y  bk,l
Collecting the estimates (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) we conclude
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&m |Aj ,m I ^ -------1“ exP { -  &m (! -  cos ca )}.nca
Consequently, we obtain the statem ent with
, =  * f i i  +  *
Furthermore
a ( 1  — a) ynca ( 1  — cos ca )e / 
since supx ^ 0 xe-x  =  e- i  and 6 kjl =  (k +  l ) a ( 1  — a). □
P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  2.3. Let |a | +  |ft| < 1. By Lemma 2.1,
|Cov(Yi(n )(si,ti),Y i(n )(s2 , t 2 ))| ^  (1 — (|a | +  |ft|)2 ) - 2 ( |a | +  |ft|)|[nSiM nS2]H [ntiM nt2]l.
If s i =  s2 then, for sufficiently large n, we have |[nsi ] — [ns2]| ^  n |s i — s 2 1/2, since 
lim „^TO n - i |[nsi ] — [ns2]| =  |s i — s2| > 0. Consequently, ( |a | +  |ft|)|[nsi]-[ns2]l ^  0, 
which implies tha t Cov(Yi('n0)(s i , t i ), Yi( ;) (s2, t 2)) ^  0. By symmetry, this also holds 
if t i  =  t 2 .
In case s1  =  s2 , t 1  =  t 2 , by formula (2.1),
Cov(y < ; o > ) , y < ; > ( . , 2 , t 2 )) =  £  ( [ns i] ,n jn t+ + — —^ a 2 [- i ]+2 - 2 <ft2 [">i]-2>
[nti] +  1 — * — j  2
(. .)cT v [nsi](i j ) eT[nsi] + 1,[nti]
=  s  c r) 2 “ 2uft2- -u , — £Z+, 
u+—^  [nsi] + [nti]
Clearly s i + t i > 0 implies that, for sufficiently large n, we have [nsi] +  [nti ] ^  n (s i +  
t i )/2, since lim „^ TO n - i ([nsi] +  [nti ]) =  s i + t i > 0. Consequently, [nsi ]+ [n ti ] ^  to 
as n  . Hence
TO TO /  x 2
lim Cov(Yi(,;0)(si , t i ),Yi(,;?)(s2 , t 2 )) =  E E  [ j a2Uft2- .n^TO ’ ’ *—^  ^ V U /u=0 —= 0  '  '
The aim of the following discussion is to show tha t the sum of this double series equals 
<t;2 p . Let us consider the equation
X fc,i =  a X k - i , i + f tx i i - 1 + ek,i, for k l  g Z  (2.7)
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where {ek l : k , l  G Z} are independent random variables with E ek l =  0, Var ek l =
1. Since |a | +  |ft| < 1, it has a ( P-a. s. unique) weakly stationary solution, for 
which we have the L2-convergent infinite moving average representation
TOTO
X* , i =  E E  U +  ) a Uft— ek-u , i - —. (2.8)
u= 0  —= 0  ^ '
(See T j0 stheim [20, Lemma 5.1].) This implies
TO TO /  | \  2
V" X v  =  £ £  ( ” + ” ) “ 2uft2—.
u= 0  —= 0
Basu and Reinsel [4] proved tha t VarX* i =  p , hence we obtain the state­
ment for s i =  s2, t i =  t 2, and we finished the proof of the statem ent for 
Cov(Yi(;0)(si, ti) , Yi( ;) (s2 , t 2)). The statem ent for Cov(Y0(;i)(s i , t i ), Y0(;i )(s2 , t 2)) fol­
lows by symmetry.
n n„ ( v (n)/„ + \ Y
0Next we investigate C o v ^ / ^ s  ]_,t i),Y 0(;;)(s2 , t 2)). By Lemma 2.1,
, s , s ( U| +  Iftl) 1 [ns 1] [ n s 2 ] + i | + | [nt1] [nt2] i|
|Cov(y<"0 ' ( s „ i , ) , y 0<:,»(.,2, ( 2))| i  1|a| +  m .........................  . -------------
( 1  — ( |a | +  |ft |)2)
If s i =  s2 or t i =  t 2 then Cov(Y1(;0)(si , t i ), Y0(n)(s2 , t 2)) ^  0 can be proved as in 
the earlier case.
In case s1  =  s2 , t 1  =  t 2 , by formula (2.1),
Cov(Yi(,;5)(s i,ti) ,y 0 (n )(s2,t2))
- i — j \  /  [n«i ] +  [nti ] +  1 —i — j \  2[ ] . .  2 .ft'/ [nsi ] +  [nti ] +  1— *  A  / [nsi ]  [nti ]  1  *  ^ a 2 [nsi] + i - 2 i ft2 [nti] + i - 2j
' [nsi ] +  1 — i J \  [nsi ]—i
(i J )eT[ns1],[»t1
E  ( U +  + ( U +  U +  1 ) a 2u+i ft2 - + 1
u ,— £Z+, 
u+— ^  [nsi] + [nii] - 1
Considering again the stationary random field (2.8), we have
Cov(X* , i- i ,X * - i , i)  =  E  E  / U +  +  +  ^  /U +  U +  1)
0  —= 0
Basu and Reinsel [4] proved th a t Cov(X* i - 1  ,X* - 1  i ) =  gap p . In fact, this can 
be proved directly by multiplying the equation (2.7) by X* 1, X* i and X* _ i i , 
taking expectation of these three equations (using the weak stationarity of this random 
field), and solving this system of linear equations. Clearly s 1 + 1 1 > 0 implies that 
[ns1] +  [nt1] ^  to  as n  ^  to , hence we obtain Cov(Y1(n)(s1, t 1), Y (n)(s2, t 2)) ^
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£«Pct22 p , and we finished the proof of the statem ent for Cov(Y1( ;  (s1, t 1), Y0( ; (s2, t 2)).
The statem ent for Cov(Y0(;1)(s1 , t 1 ),Y 1(;0)(s2 , t 2)) follows by symmetry.
Now let 0 < a  < 1 and ft =  1 — a. By formula (2.1),
C ov(zj”0)( s i , t i ) , z j ”0)(s2 , t 2)) =  - j=  E  s2, t 2), (2.9)
v (i , j)£T[nsi] A[nS2] + 1,[nti ]A[nt2]
where
/[nsi] +  [nti] +  1 — i — A  /[n s 2 ] +  [nt2 ] +  1 — i — A
° - j (S" i i ' S2' i2 ) :H  [nsi] +  1 — i J l  [»«2 ] +  1 — • )
X a [ns1] + [ns2] + 2-2i(1 — a )[nt1] + [nt2]-2j .
For k , l  G N let Ska), S^;1 a) and Sk ,i be the random variables defined by (2.3). 
Then
(s 1 , t 1 , s 2 , t 2 ) =  P ( S [(nas)i ] + [nt i ] + 1 - i  -  j =  [nS1] +  1 —i) P (S[;!72]i[ni2] + 1- i - j  =  [nt2 ]—j )
Moreover,
1 [nsi]A[ns2] + [nti]A[nt2] + 1
?(n')/c,. 7 i n)( ■C o v ( z [ y ( s 1, t 1) , z [ y ( s 2, t 2)) =  —=  E  6m,„ ( s i , t i , s 2 , t 2), (2.10)
m= 1
where
[nsi] A[ns2] + 1
bm , n ( s i , t i ,  S2 , t 2 ) : =  E , m - i(s i, t i ,  S2 , t 2 )
i=m-[nii] A[ni2]
P (S [nsi] + [nii] + 1-m ,[ns2] + [ni2] + 1-m  [ns1] +  [nt2 ] +  1 m ) .
We want to apply Theorem 2.4 for the terms of this sum. Let
k := [nsi] +  [nti] +  1 — m, l  := [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] +  1 — m,
. r n r n 1 _  k a  +  £(l  — a)  j  :=  [nsij +  [nt2\ +  l -  m, a  :=  ------— —------.
Then bm,n(si, t i ,  S2 , t 2 ) ^  P(Sk,i =  j) .  Consider
_  j  _  _  _  ( l -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) -  a([n t{\ -  [nt2]) 
k +  £ [ri-si] +  [ns2] +  [nti] +  [nt2] +  2  — 2 m
( 1  — a ) ( s i — s2 ) — a ( t i — t 2 )—> --------------------------------------- —; 'y.
si +  S2 +  t i  +  t 2
If (1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) > a ( t 1 — t 2) then 7  > 0, thus for sufficiently large n  G N, we 
have
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for all m £ {1, .. ., [ns1] A [ns2] +  [nt1] A [nt2] +  1}. Hence
bm,n(si , t i ,  s2, t 2) ^  P(Sk,e =  j )  =  P (S k,e =  (k +  £)(a +  
^  P( Sk, e >  (A-M) ( a +  7 / 2 ))
for sufficiently large n  G N and for all m £ { 1 , . . . ,  [ns1] A [ns2] +  [nt1] A [nt2] +  1}. 
Clearly |s 1 — s2| +  |t 1 — t 2| > 0 implies that
k +  l  =  [nsi] +  [ns2 ] +  [nti] +  [nt2 ] + 2  — 2 m ^  1 [nsi] — [ns2 ] 1 +  1 [nti] — [nt2 ] 1
^  ( |s i — s2 | +  |t i — t 2 | ) n / 2
for sufficiently large n  G N and for all m £ { 1 , . . . ,  [nsi] A [ns2] +  [nti] A [nt2] +  1}. 
Applying Theorem 2.4, we obtain
P {Sk,£ ^  (k +  £){a +  7 /2 )) ^  exp { — n ( |s i — s2 1 +  \t\ — t 2!)/«(« +  7 /2 ) /2}.
Since 7  > 0 implies I  (a +  7 / 2 ) > 0, by (2+0) we obtain the statem ent for 
(1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) > a ( t 1 — t 2). If (1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) < a ( t 1 — t 2) then y <  0, and for 
sufficiently large n  G N, we have
7j,k,e ^  2 ^  ®
for all m £ { 1 , . . . ,  [nsi] A [ns2] +  [nti] A [nt2] +  1}. Thus we conclude
bm,n(si , t i ,  s2, t 2) ^  P(Sk,e =  j )  =  P{ Sk,e =  (k +  £)(a +  i j , k,e))
<  P( Sk,e <  (k +  £)(a +  7 / 2 ))
for sufficiently large n  G N and for all m £ { 1 , . . . ,  [nsi] A [ns2] +  [nti] A [nt2] +  1}. 
Applying Theorem 2.4, we obtain
P {Sk,£ ^  (k +  £){a +  7 /2 )) ^  exp { — n ( |s i — s2 1 +  \t\ — t 2!)/«(« +  7 /2 ) /2}.
Now 7  < 0 implies I ( a  + 7 / 2 ) > 0, and we finished the proof of the statem ent in 
case ( 1  — a )(s i — s2 ) =  a ( ti  — t 2 ).
Next consider the case (1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) =  a ( t 1 — t 2) ^  0. Then [nsi] ^  [ns2] 
and [nti] ^  [nt2], hence
1 [ns2] + [nt2] + 1
An)0 { . n M ) , Z ^ (  " n m= 1
Cov(Zj”0 (s i+ l) ,^ i"o  (s2+ 2)) =  ~j= E  &m,n(si+l, «2 + 2 ),
V n   = 1
where
[ns2] + 1
bm,n(si, t i ,  s2 , t 2 ) := «i.m-i (s 1 , t i , s2 , t 2 )
i=m-[nt2]
P ( S [nsl] + [níl] + 1—m , [ns2] + [ni2] + 1-  m [ns1] +  [nt2 ] +  1 m ) P(Sk ,i j)
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with the earlier notations. We are going to apply Theorem 2.5. We have j  — k a  — 
1 ( 1  — a) =  ( 1  — a)([nsi] — [ns2 ]) — a([nti] — [nt2 ]), hence
~ C
(2 -iD
if [nsi] +  [ns2] +  [nti] +  [nt2] + 2  — 2 m > 0 , where
ƒ  ( ( l - a ) ( [ n s i ] - [ n s 2] ) - a ( [ n t i ] - [ n t 2])) |  
e X P  j 2a ( l  —a ) ( [ n s i ]  +  [ns2] +  [nt i]  +  [n t2] +  2 —2m )  |
^ / 2n a ( l  -  a)([nsi] +  [ns2] +  [nil] +  [«¿2] +  2 -  2m)
Incase (1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) =  a ( t 1 —1 2) > 0 we have [ns1] — [ns2] +  [nt1] — [nt2] > 0 for 
all sufficiently large n  G N, hence (2.11) holds for all m G { 1 , . . . ,  [ns2] +  [nt2] +  1}. 
Incase (1 — a ) ( s 1 — s2) =  a ( t 1 —1 2) =  0 we have [ns1] — [ns2] +  [nt1] — [nt2] =  0, thus 
(2.11) holds for all m G { 1 , . . . ,  [ns2] +  [nt2]}. The term  with m =  [ns2] +  [nt2] +  1 
can be omitted since n - 1/ 2 bn ,[ns2]+[ni2]+1 (s1, t 1, s2 , t 2) ^  n - 1 / 2  ^  0. Obviously, we 
have
1 [ns2] + [nt2]
v ._ m=l [nsi] +  [ns2] +  [nil] +  [nt2] +  2  -  2 m
C^ _ /•[”S2l+[”i21 + 1 dx
[ns1] +  [ns2 ] +  [nt1] +  [nt2 ] + 2  — 2 x
C
^  7—7= log([nsi] +  [ns2] +  [nil] +  [nt2]) ^  0 as n ^ o o ,
2 n
hence we may replace bn ,m(s1, t 1, s2, t 2) with bn ,m(s1, t 1, s2, t 2). Furthermore,
| ( 1  — a)([n s 1] — [ns2 ]) — a([n^] — [nt2 ])|
=  | ( 1  — a )([n s 1] — n s 1 ) — ( 1  —a)([ns 2 ] — n s 2 ) — a ([n t1] — n t 1 ) +  a ([n t2 ] — n t2 )  ^  1 .
Using this inequality and that, for sufficiently large n, we have [ns1] — [ns2] +  [nt1] — 
[nt2] ^  n (s 1 — s2 + 1 1 —1 2 ) / 2  if ( 1  — a ) ( s 1 — s2) =  a ( t 1 —1 2) > 0 , and applying the 
inequality 1 — e-x  ^  x, x  G R, it is easy to show tha t
bn,m(si ,  t l ,  S 2 , t 2 ) —
aJ 2 n a ( l  — a)  (n(si +  s 2 + t i + t 2) +  2  — 2 m)
^  ca (si ,  t \ ,  s2, t 2) 
^  n 3 / 2
for sufficiently large n  and for m G { 1 , . . . ,  [ns2] +  [nt2]}, where ca (s 1 , t 1, s2 , t 2) 
is a constant depending only on a , s 1 , t 1, s2 , t 2 (not depending on n, m ). Thus, it 
suffices to determine the limit of
1 [ns2] + [nt2] 1
—=  — ----  as n  —>■ 0 0 ,
v n  m= 1  J  2n a ( 1  — a) ( n (s 1 +  S2 +  t 1 +  t 2 ) +  2  — 2 m)
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which clearly equals
i S2+t2 Ax _  \J S\-\- S2-\-t\-\-t2 — V l^s 1 — s2 | +  |i 1 —¿2 |
J  o \J 2110.(1 —  Q i ) ( s i  +  s 2 + i i + i 2  —  2x )  27TQ!( 1 — a)
The case (1 — a )(s i — s2) =  a ( ti  —t 2) < 0 can be handled similarly, hence we finished 
the proof of the statem ent for Cov(Z(,0j)(s1, t 1), Z (,0j)(s2, t 2)).
By formula (2.1),
Cov(z [™q (si, ii) , Z q^  (s2, t 2)'j =  E  ai , j (s1, t 1, s 2, t 2), (2 .1 2 )
(i , j )eT([ns1] + 1)A[ns2],[nti]A([nt2] + 1)
where now
/[nsi] +  [nti] +  1 — i — A  Z[ns2 ] +  [ni2 ] +  1 — i — j \
< » -i l ' S2' i2> :A  i» « i]+ i—i J l  [»«2 ] -  )
X a [nsl] + [ns2] + i-2 i(1 — a )[nil] + [nt2] + i - 2j
=  P (S(nas)i] + [„ii] + i - i - j  =  [» Si ] +  1 — i) P (S [n-2“-i[ni2] + i - i - j  =  [nt2 ] +  1 — j ') ‘
Moreover,
1 ([nsi] + i)A[ns2] + [nti]A([nt2] + i)




bm,n(«i, t i ,  «2, ¿2) : =  ai,m -i(si, t i ,  «2, ^2)
i=m-[nti] A([nt2] + i)
^  P (S [nsi] + [nti] + i-m,[ns2] + [ni2] + i-m  [»« i] +  [nt2] +  2 m ) .
We want to apply Theorem 2.4 for the terms of this sum. Let
k := [nsi] +  [nti] +  1 — m, I  := [ns2] +  [»¿2] +  1 — m,
_  k a  i l l  — a) 
j  := [nsij +  [nt2\ +  2 -  m, a  : = ------—— ------.
Then bm,n(«i, t i ,  S2,¿2) ^  P(SM =  j) .  Consider
_  j  _  _  _  1 +  (1 -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) ~  o.{[nt{\ -  [.n t2])
7j,k,e,m k -\-1 [«-si] +  [ns2\ +  [nti] +  [nt2\ +  2  — 2 m
(1 — a ) ( s i — s2) — a ( t i — t 2)—> ---------------------------------------  —; /y.
«i +  «2 +  t i  +  ¿2
If (1 — a ) ( i i  — i 2) =  a ( t i —12) then we obtain the statem ent in the same way as in 
the earlier case.
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Consider the case (1 — a)(« i — «2) =  a ( t  i —1 2) > 0. Then
1 [ns2] + [nt2 ] + i
C o v ( z f 0) ( s i , i i ) , ^ " ) ( s 2 , i 2 ) )  =  ~j=  E  brrhn( s i , t i , s 2, t 2),
» m= i
for sufficiently large n  G N, where now
[ns2]
bm ,n(«i,ti, i 2 , t 2 ) :^  «i.m-i («i , t  i , «2  , t 2 )
i=m — [nt2] —i
P ( S [nsi ] + [nti] + i — m,[ns2] + [ni2] + i— m [»« i] +  [»t 2 ] +  2  m ) P(Sfc,l j  )
with the earlier notations.
We are going to apply Theorem 2.5. We have j  — k a  —1(1 — a) =  (1 — a)([» 5 i] — 
[»«2 ]) — a([nti] — [nt2 ]), hence
— C
\b„,m(si , t i ,  s2, t 2) -  bn m (su t u s2, t 2)\ ^  ----- — -----  a , n I 0  0  , (2-14)
[n«i] +  [»«2 ] +  [nti] +  [nt2 ] +  2  — 2 m
if [»ii] +  [»«2] +  [»ti ] +  [»t2] + 2  — 2 m > 0 , where
((l-a)([nsi]-[ns2])-a([nii]-[ni2])+l 
CAF  ' j ---------------------------------------------------------------
bn,m(s i , t l ,  S2, t 2) : =
2
e x p  2 a ( l - a ) ( [ n s i ]  +  [n s 2] +  [n ii]  +  [n i2] +  2 - 2 m )
x/ 2 n a ( l  -  a)([nsi] +  [ns2] +  [in t\} +  [n t2\ +  2  -  2 m)
Using similar methods as before one can prove th a t «2 , t 2) has the same
approximation as the one defined by (2 .1 1 ), hence
lim C o v ^ ” ^ « ! , ^ ) , ^ ^ ^ ) )  =  lim Cov(Z(”0)(« i, t i) , Z (”0)(«2 , t 2 ) ) .n——to ’ ’ n——to ’ ’
The other two cases can be handled in a similar way.
Now, let a  =  1 and ft =  0, i.e. =  X k—i +  ekjl for k +  I ^  0. Thus, if
t =  t 2 we have
C°v([/i(”0}( s i , t i ) ,  u [ ^ ( s 2, t 2)) =  -C ov(X [nsl]+li[ntl],X[nS2]+li[nt2]) = 0 ,
for sufficiently large n, while for t i =  t 2
C ov([/1("0)( s i , i i ) ,  £ /{^(s2, t 2)) =  +  1 +  min{[nsi], [ns2]}) —>■ t i  +  min{si, s2}
as n  ^  to . It is easy to see th a t C o v (^ "^ (s  i , t i ), uO "(s2 , t 2)) has the same limit 
as n  ^  to , while
lim Cov(U1(”0)(s i , t  i),U0” }(s2 , t 2 )) =  lim Cov(U0” }(s i , t  i) ,U 1(”0)(s2 , t 2 )) = 0 .n—►TO ’ ’ n—►TO ’ ’
The case a  =  0 and ft = 1  can be handled in a similar way. □
In the case of 0 < a  < 1 and ft = 1  — a  we can also estimate the difference of 
the covariances.
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P ro p o s itio n  2.6 If 0 < a  < 1 and ft = 1  — a  then there exists a constant K a > 0 
such that
|Cov(Z(”)(Si , t i ) , Z ^ )(S2 , t 2 )) — Cov(Z |”)(Si , t i ) , Z |” )(S2 , t 2 ))| ^  K a » —i / 2  
for all »  G N, i i ,  t i ,  «2 , t 2 G R with i i + t i  > 0, «2 + t 2 > 0 and (i, j )  G {(0,1), (1, 0)}. 
In the proof of Proposition 2.6 we make use the following theorem.
T h e o re m  2.7  Let a  G (0,1) and for all k , l  ^  1 and 0 ^  j  ^  k +  I — 1 let 
Sfc,i, and be as in Theorem 2.5 and
A j,fc,*:= (P(Sk / = j + l ) - P ( S k / = j f j ---- - = = ( e x p { - x 2+lifci£/2 } - e x p { - x 2 fc £/ 2 }).
Then there exists a constant Ca > 0 depending only on a  (and not on k, I and 
j )  such that
C a
^  {k +  l f / 2 ’
P ro o f. The proof is similar to th a t of Theorem 2.5. Using the inversion formula, we
get
1 /•’r \ / bk,e , ----  .
P (Sk / = J  +  1 ) -  P ( s k / = j )  =  _  1





e _ a ;2 /2  =  —  e - U x - t 2/ 2  d t  j g I ,
— TO
A j o /£—  I / /---¿KyJok,£ \  J-ir^/b^,
Consequently,




A (k, I) := j—1 */a/h~t _  i ffc,£(t) — e t 2 / 2 dt,
N ^  i/(4 Lfc,l)
J 2 ( M ) : =  ƒ  2 | / fc,i(t)| dt,
l/(4Lfc/)< |i|<7rA/6fc,£
0/3 (k, I) := j  2 e—4 / 2  dt,
|t| ^  i/(4ifc,i)
and L k l is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, i.e.
L fc,£
where 6 kjl =  (k +  l)a(1  — a) and ca :=  1 /(4(1 — 2a +  2 a2)).
Using the results obtained in the proof of Theorem 2.5 it is obvious tha t J 2 (k, I) 
and J 3 (k, I) converge to zero in exponential order as k +  I ^  to.
Applying again
(t) — e 4 / 2  ^  16LM |t|3e 4 / 3  for |t| ^  1 /(4L M )
(see Petrov [18, Chapter V, Lemma 1]) and tha t |1 — e lx| ^  |x| for all x G R, we 
obtain
_ CA _ 4  /*TO
^  7— , with C a :=  — |i |4e_i dt
J — 00
which completes the proof. □
C o ro lla ry  2.8 Let a  G (0,1). There exists a constant Ca > 0 such that for all 
k, I  ^  1 and 0  ^  j  ^  k +  I  — 1 we have
P(SM =  j  +  1 ) — P(SM =  j )
Ca 
k +  f
P ro o f  of P ro p o s itio n  2.6. W ithout loss of generality we can assume tha t (i, j )  =  
(1,0). Let
w(n)( s i , t i ,  s2, t 2) : =y / n ( Cov ( z [ r^ ( s 1, t 1), (s2, t 2) ) - C o v ^ ^ s i ,  t i) ,  z [ ^ ( s 2, t 2)fj
Assume tha t (1 — a)([»«i ] — [»i2]) — a ([» ti ] — [»t2]) ^  0 and consider first the case 
[»ii] ^  [»«2] and [»ti ] ^  [»t2]. From the definition of the random fields Z (n) and
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Z o" using similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 we have
[ns2] + [nti] + i
w1n) (s i, t i, s2 , t 2 ) ^  S [ns1] + [nt1] + i — m,[ns2] + [ni2] + i-m  [n s i] +  [nt2 ] + 2  m )
m=i
P (S [nsi] + [nti] + i-m,[ns2] + [nt2] + i — m [n s i] +  [nt2 ] + 1 m )^




( s i , t i ,  S2 , t 2 )
5 3  S[nsi] — [nS2]+m,[nt2] — [nti]+m [nsi] — [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] — [nti] + 1  +  m)
P (S [nsi] — [ns2]+m,[nt2] — [nti]+m [nsi ] [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] [nti ]+ m )^.
If we apply Theorem 2.7 to approximate the terms of w(n)(«i , t i , i 2, t 2) then the 
error of approximation is
[ns2] + [nti]
1
( [ n s i]  — [ns2\ + [ n t 2 ] — [ n t i ]  +  2 t o ) 3 / 2 ^  t o 3 / 2 <   ^ ^
while for the normal approximation w1n)(si , t i , s2, t 2) of w 1n)(si , t i , s2, t 2) we have
i —(n)( + + m j-  ^ 2((1 -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) -  a([nii] -  [ni2])) +  1
K  S2, t 2)\ ^
m=i n i / 2 (2 a ( 1  — a)([nsi] — [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] — [nti] +  2 m))
xex I  ((1 -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) -  a([nti] -  [nt2]))2 |
P |  2 a ( l  -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2] +  [nt2] -  [nti] +  2 m) ƒ
If (1 — a)([n s i ] — [ns2]) — a ([n ti ] — [nt2]) ^  1 then
3  TO 1




,~(n), ,  in ^ m n u ( 1 - a ) ( [ nSl] -  [ns,]) -  a([n f,] -  [nf2])
1 1 ^  U 2’ 2)1 ^  ^ 1/2 (2 a )3 /2 (l_ a;)3/2([nS l]_ [nS2] +  [nt2]_ [n t l ] +  2m )3/2
( ( 1  — a)([nsi] — [ns2 ]) — a([nti] — [nt2 ] ) ) 2 1
x exp < —
2 a ( 1  — a)([nsi] — [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] — [nti] +  2 m)
3 5/2
^  -------------------------------------------------------------------- q (2.18)
n i / 2 2 3/2( ( 1  — a)([nsi ] — [ns2 ]) — a  ([nti ] — [nt2 ]))
[ns2] + [nti]
+  3  f  ( 1  -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) -  a([nti] -  [nt2])
i
n i / 2  (2 a ) 3 / 2  ( 1  — a ) 3 / 2 ([nsi] — [ns2] +  [nt2] — [nti] +  2 x ) 3 / 2
ƒ ( ( 1  -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2]) -  a([nti]  -  [nt2 ] ) ) 2 |  
x exP |  2 a ( l -  a)([nsi] -  [ns2] +  [ni2] -  [nii] +  2x) J *
^ 4 |  1 ( l - a ) ( [ n g i ]  -  [ng2] ) - a ( [ n t i ]  -  [nt2]) 4
a ( 1  — a) V(2 a ( 1  — a)([nsi] — [ns2 ] +  [nt2 ] — [n ti]+ 2 )) i / V  “ ( 1  — a) ’ 
where
3>(x) := —ji^  I e 1 / 2 dt, x > 0 .
n i / 2  „ 
0
Thus, in the case under consideration (2.15)-(2.18) imply the statem ent of the propo­
sition.
In the case (1 — a)([n s i] — [ns2]) — a ([n ti ] — [nt2]) ^  0 and [nti] > [nt2] (which 
implies [nsi ] > [ns2]) we have
) (si , t i , s 2 , t 2 ) =  ^«(n) (si , t i , s2 , t 2 ) +  P (S [nïSi] —[nS2] + [nii] —[nt2] =  [nSi] — [ns2 ] +  ^
— ^^fnSi] —[ns2] + [nti] —[nt2] =  [nSi] — [nS2 ]) ,
where
[ns2] + [nt2]
(^n)w( ) (si , 1 1 , s2 , t 2 ) • ^  ' P ( S [nsi] —[ns2 ] + [nti] — [nt2]+m,m [nsi ] [ns2 ] +  1 +  m )
m=i
P ( S [nsij —[ns2] + [niij —[ni2]+m,m [n5i] [n52] +  to) ,
and the statem ent can be proved similarly to the previous case.
Case (1 — a)([n« i] — [n«2]) — a ([n ti ] — [nt2]) < 0 follows by symmetry. □
In order to estimate covariances we make use the following lemma which is a 
generalization of Lemma 11 of [2].
X
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L em m a 2.9 Let Ci, .. . ,Cn be independent random variables with EC =  0, E£ 2 =  1 
for all i =  1 , . . . ,  N , and M 4 := m a x ^ ^ N  EC4 < to . Let a i , . . . , a ni , b i , . . . ,b n 2 , 
c i , . . . , c n 3  , d i , . . . , d n 4  G R, n i ,n 2 ,n 3 ,n 4 ^  N  and
ni n2 « 3  n-4
X  : = £  a ^ ,  Y : = E  bjCj, Z  := £  W  := E  ' C'.
i=i j= i i=i j= i
Then
«1 A« 2  A«3A«4
Cov(XY, Z W ) =  E  (EC4“ 3) ajbjCjdj+Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, W )+Cov(X , W)Cov(Y, Z ).
i=i
Moreover, if  aj,bj,C j,dj ^  0 then
0 ^  Cov(XY, Z W ) ^  M 4 Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, W ) +  M 4 Cov(X, W)Cov(Y, Z ),
and
0 ^  EXY ZW  ^  M4(EX Z EYW +  EXW  EYZ +  EXY E Z W ).
Proof. We have
ni n2 n3 n4
Cov(XY, Z W ) =  E  E  E  E  aii bi2 Cji dj2 C o v ^  £ 2 , '  ' ) .
i 1 = i i2 = i ji = i ' 2  = i
It is easy to check that
EC4 , if ii =  i 2 =  j i  =  j 2 ,
E£ii &2 '  C' 2  =  ^ 1 , if ii =  i2 =  j i  =  j 2 or ii =  j i  =  i 2 =  j 2 or ii =  j 2 =  i 2 =  j i ,  
0 , otherwise.
Hence
EC4 — 1 , if ii =  i2 =  j i  =  j 2 ,
Cov(Cii Ci2 , '  C' 2  ) =   ^ 1  if i i =  j i =  i 2 =  j 2 or i i =  j 2 =  i 2 =  j 1 ,
0 , otherwise.
Short calculation shows that
ni A« 2  A«3A«4
Cov(XY, Z W ) =  E  (EC4—3) ai6 icidi+Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, W )+Cov(X , W)Cov(Y, Z ).
i=i
If the coefficients are non negative then obviously
ni A« 2  A«3 A«4
0 ^  Cov(XY, Z W ) ^  (M 4 — 3)+ E  +  Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, W )
i=i
+  Cov(X, W)Cov(Y, Z ).
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Moreover,
«i A« 2  A«3 A«4 .. ni A«3 i / 2  niA«3 i / 2
E  a A c i d i ^ - ^  E  ai ci ) ( X  bi di  ^
i=i i=i i=i
.. « ia«4 i /2  n2 An3 1 /2
+ K £  M )  ( E  W)
i=i i=i
^  ^ (Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, VF) +  Cov(X, W)Cov(Y, Z j ) .
Hence,
Cov(XY, Z W ) ^  M 4 (Cov(X, Z)Cov(Y, W ) +  Cov(X, W)Cov(Y, Z )), 
since M 4 ^  1 implies (M 4 — 3)+ +  2 ^  2M4. Furthermore,
EXYZW  =  Cov(XY, ZW ) +  EXY EZW ^  M4(EX Z EYW + E X W  EYZ) +  EXY EZW 
which directly implies the second statem ent of the lemma. □
3 P roof o f P roposition  1.2
According to the results of the Introduction, we may assume a  ^  0 and ft ^  0. In 
this case =  1. First we show that
n EBn — ,
-5 / 2 eb «  -  ^ 1 ,
-3 EBn
If a  +  ft < 1 we have
£ i
if a  +  ft < 1 ;
if a  +  ft = 1  and 0  < a  < 1 ; 










VarYo^ (s, t )  Cov(yO «(s, i), y / « ( s, t ) ) \  ^o,1 1 ,o
V a r Y /^ ^ t )vCo^Yo(,n) (s,t),Y i,0} (s ,t)) 
where T  := {(s, t) G R 2 : s + 1 ^  0, s ^  1, t ^  1}. By Lemma 2.1 
|Cov(Yq(n )2 ( s ^ Y ^  (s ,t) ) | ^  (1 — (a  +  ft))—2, (qi,q 2 ), ( r i , r 2 ) G {(1, 0), (0, 1)},
n
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hence the dominated convergence theorem and Proposition 2.3 imply 
lim — ES = [ [  lim (  Cov(y0<">(.,,(), *?„’ (<>,< ))\»-»«2 ” JJ n ^ J y C o v ( Y f f ( s , t ) , Y ÿ ( s , t ) )  Va r Y$ ( s , t )  )
= i v )  ƒƒd s d t= 2< »  U . s T ) =
T
In case a  +  3  =  1, 0 < a  < lw e  obtain in the same manner
J _  = r r (  V a r 4 5 ( S,i)  Cov(Zg"1')(s, t), (s, t ) ) \  ,
n 5 / 2  ” J J  \ C o v ( z ÿ ( s , t ) , z [ ÿ ( s , t ) )  V a r ^ ( s , * )  J  '
Again, by Lemma 2.1
|Cov(Z(” q2 ( s , t ) ,z r ” }r2 (s ,t) ) | ^  C n —1/ 2 (2[ns] +2[nt] +  2) 1 / 2  ^  C(2s +  2t +  2)1/2,
(qi, q2), (r1, r 2) G {(1,0), (0,1)}. The function (s, t) ^  C(2s +  2t +  2) 1 / 2  is integrable 
on the triangle T , hence the dominated convergence theorem applies. By Proposition
2.3 we have
1 i r r  ____  2 9 / 2
lim . EB n =  — =  %/s +  tdsd t 1 = --------  = 1 .
n / ^ n a ( 1  — a) J J  1 5 y n a (1  — a)
At the end, if a  +  3  = 1 ,  and a  G {0,1} by Lemma 2.1 we have
I C o v ^ ( s , t ) ,  (s ,t)) | ^  C n —1 (2[ns] +  2[nt] + 2 )  ^  C(2s +  2t +  2),
(q1 ,q2), (r 1 , r 2) G {(1, 0), (0,1)}. Hence, Proposition 2.3 and the dominated conver­
gence theorem imply
lim —tE B n =  [ [ (s + t )  dsdt I  =  - I .
n ^ œ  n 3 J J 3
T
Besides (3.1)-(3.3) to prove Proposition 2.3 we have to show
=  ¿  E  C o v ( X l - 1 A , X l _ u
(k,l)eT„ (fci ,li) , (k2 ,l2 )£T„
1 ~  f —  ~  ~  A 1 .  _____  ,  ,  ,
v Lfei —1 ,li X ki ,li —1 ,X fc2 _ 1 , 1 2 X k2
(k , l)GTn ' (ki , li) , (k2 , l 2)^Tn
^  0, (3.5)
— V ar( =  E  Cov( ^ M i - i > ^ W 2- i )  0  (3-6)
(k,l)£T„ (ki,li),(k2 ,l2 )£T„
— V ar( (3-4)
£ k ,(
— V ar( Cov(Xfc1_ i i£1 fcli£1_ i , k - i / k ,e2- i )
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as n  —— to, where
{4, if a  +  ft < 1;5, if a  +  ft = 1  and 0 < a  < 1; (3-7)
6 , if a  +  ft = 1  and a  G {0, 1}.
Let a  +  ft = 1  and 0 < a  < 1. Using Lemma 2.9 we have
~ 5 V ar( E  X k - i , e ) ^ 2 M4 f f i f c o v ( Z ^ ( s 1, t 1) , Z ^ ( s 2 , t 2 ) ) 2d s 1d t 1d s 2dt2,
n (k,f)£T„ T T
^ V a r (  Y , X ^ X k , i - i ) < M 4 i i  i i c o v ( Z ^ ( s 1, t 1) , Z ^ ( s 2 , t 2 ) )
n (k,f)£T„ V  T
x Cov(Z(n0)(si, t i) , Z (n0)(s2 , i 2 ))d s id tid s 2 d t2
+  m M  i /C o v (z 0n)(si,ti),z(no )(s2 , t 2 ))T T
x Cov(Z("o (s 1 , t i), Z0"1)(s2 , Í 2 ^ d s  1 dt i ds2 d t2 ,
~ 5 V ar( E  X k , e - i ) ^ 2 M4 Í í j / c o v ( z j”0)( s i , t i ) , z j ”0)(s2 , Í 2 )) 2d s id tid s 2 d t2,
(M)eT„ T T
which by Lemma 2.1, Proposition 2.3 and by the dominated convergence theorem 
implies (3.4)-(3.6). In cases a  +  ft < 1 and a  +  ft = 1 ,  a  G {0,1} (3.4)-(3.6) can 
be proved in a similar way. □
4 P roof o f P roposition  1.3
First we show th a t (A„ ) n ^ 1 is a square integrable two dimensional martingale with 
respect to the filtration (F „)n^ 1, where F n denotes the a-algebra generated by 
the random variables {ekil : (k ,l) G Tn }.
In order to do this we give a useful decomposition of An — An -1 , where Ao := 
(0 ,0)T . Let A ^ ,  i =  1, 2 denote the components of An . By representation (1.3),
An } — A n - i  =  E  £M E
(fc,l)eT„\T„_i
a ( 2) — a ( 2- 1  =  E  E
(fc,l)£T„\Tn_i (i,j)eTk,i_i
Collecting first the terms containing only £j,¿ with ( i ,j)  G Tn \  Tn- 1 , and then the 
rest, we obtain the decomposition
An — An- 1  =  A„ , 1  +  An,2 ,fc,£, (4.1)
(fc,f)eT„\Tn_1
r k  -  ! -  r  r - i - f t *  
( k + k :  ! :  i :  ft1 -1 -' -
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A »  := E  E
(fc,l)£Tn\Tn- i  (i,j)£Tfc-i,i\Tn-i 
m k— 1
=  53 53 ak -1 -Í £fc,«e¿,«, (4-2)
k=—n+ 2  i= —n+ 1
a !2 ! := E  E
(fe,l)GTn\Tn- 1  (i,j)GTfc,l-i\Tn- 1
n 1 - 1
=  53 53 3 l - 1- j £n,ien,j, (4.3)
l= —n+ 2  j= —n+ 1
A n « ,  := E  ( k + k — i -  ^ o k—' \3' — (4.4)
(i,j)eTfc>in Tn_i * '
The components of An 1  are quadratic forms of the variables { e ^  : (i, j )  € Tn \  
Tn -1 }, hence An 1  is independent of F n -1 . Besides this the terms An,2,kjl are 
linear combinations of the variables { e ^  : (i, j )  € Tn -1 }, thus the vectors An,2,k l 
are measurable with respect to T n—1. Consequently,
E(An — An— 1 1 T n— 1 ) =  EAn ,1 +  An,2 ,fc,£E(£fc,i 1 T n - 1 ) =  0 .
(k,i)ETn\T„_i
Hence (An ) n > 1 is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration
(Tn )n> 1 .
By the Martingale Central Limit Theorem (see [13]), in order to prove the state­
ment of Proposition 1.3, it suffices to show tha t the conditional variances of the 
martingale differences converge in probability and to verify the conditional Linde­
berg condition. To be precise, the statem ent is a consequence of the following two 
propositions, where 1 H denotes the indicator function of a set H .
P ro p o s itio n  4.1
n
n 2 5 3  E ((Am — Am—1 )(Am — Am—1 )T | T m—1) ----,
m= 1
if  M  +  |^| < 1 ;
n
n  5 / 2  ^ 3  E ((Am — Am—1 )(Am — Am—1 )T 1 T m—^  ----;
m= 1
if M  +  |ft| =  1 and 0  < |a | < 1 ;
n
n 3 53 E ((Am — Am —1 )(Am — Am—1 )T 1 T m— 1) ----£  1;
m= 1
if  |a | +  |ft| =  1 and |a |€ { 0 , 1 },
where ,4„,i =  An2! ) T and A„..2.fc.i =  (.4„.2.k-i.l,.4n,2,fc,i-^T with
k +  1  — 1 — * — U  _fc—io i— 1— j ,
¿.j
k +  k — 1 — i — V —1—
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as n  —>■ oo.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2 For all S > 0,
as n  — to , where 7  is defined by (3.7), i.e.
4, if |a | +  |ft| < 1;
Y := ^5 , if |a | +  |ft| =  1 and 0  < |a | < 1 ; 
6 , if  |a | +  |ft| =  1 and |a | G {0,1}.
n
P ro o f  o f  P ro p o s itio n  4.1. Let Um := E ((Am - Am_i)(A m - Am- i ) T | F m - 1) . 
Again, without loss of generality we may assume a  ^  0 and ft ^  0. First we show, 
that
5 3  EUm — , if a  +  ft < 1;
m= 1
-5/2
5 3  EUm — ° a 1 if a  +  ft = 1  and 0  < a  < 1 ; 




as n  —> 0 0 . We have




and by representation (1.3) and independence of the £j,j, the terms in the summation 
have zero mean and they are mutually uncorrelated. Since (X k-1jl, X kjl-1)T and 
£fci are also independent, we obtain
E(Am — Am - 1 )(Am — Am - 1 )T = x fc2- 1,i
,  , VXfe-1,1 Xk,i- 1(fc,l)£Tm\Tm_i V
X fc- 1 ,iX fc,i- 1  .
^2 I Eefc,lX
2X fc-1,£
, „ vXfc-1 ,iX fc,i- 1
(M)eTm\Tm_1
X fc- 1 ,iX fc,i- 1
X fcV  1
k,l- 1
EBm — EB,m 1 ,
where Bo equals the two-by-two m atrix containing only zeros. Consequently, (4.5), 








By the decomposition (4.1) and by the measurability of Am,2,k l with respect to 
F m - 1 one can derive that
Um E(Am,1A m j 1 | F m—l) I ^  E(Am,1£k,l | F m — 1 )Am,2 ,fc,l
(fc,l)eTm\Tm- 1
+  ^  ' Am,2 ,fc,£E(Am,l£fc,£ 1 F m—1 )
(fc,l)£Tm\Tm- 1
+  ^  ^  ' Am,2 ,fci,£i Am,2 ,fc2 ,£2 E(efcl,ll ^ ^2,^2 1 F m—1 )-
(fcl,ll)£Tm\Tm-i (k2 ,l2 )^Tm \Tm_i
By the independence of Am ,1 and : (k, I) G Tm \  Tm—1 } from F m—1 , and by
E(Amj1ekjl) =  (0 , 0 )T , one obtains
Um =  EAm,1A m ,1 + 5 3  Am,2 ,fc,£Am,2 ,fc,£- (4'8)
(fc,l)£Tm\Tm_i
This means tha t to complete the proof of the proposition we have to show
1 n
— V a r ( E  53 Am,2 ,fc-1,£) —► °> (4-9)
m= 1  (fc,£)eTm\Tm_i
1 n
—  Var^ ^3 53 Am,2 ,fc -l/Am,2 ,fc,£-l^ ^  0 , (4 -1 0 )
”  m=1 (fc,£)eTm\Tm_i
1—Var(53 53 Am,2 ,M - ij —>■ 0 (4-H)
rn=1(fc,l)eTm\Tm-i
as n  ^  to , where 7  is defined by (3.7).
V a r ( 53 53 j4 m,2 ,fc,
'm=1 (k,l)eTm\Tm_i
=  53 53 53 53 Cov(Ami,2 ,fci,£i , ^ 2 ,2 ^ 2 ,1 2 )-
mi = 1 (fei,li)GTmi \Tmi_i m 2 = 1 (fc2 ,l2 )^Tm2 \Tm2 _i
By Lemma 2.9 C°v (Am,i,2 ,fci,£i ^ 2 ,2 ^ 2 ) ^  2 M 4 Cov(Ami,2 ,fci,£i , Am2 ,2 ^ 2 ,1 2 ) 2. 
Moreover,
Cov( Ami,2 ,fci,£i , Am2 ,2 ,fc2 ,l2 )
^  ^  + l 1 - i  -  A A 2 + l 2 - i  - ^ a fei+fe2 — 2 i^ li+ l2 — 2j
(i,j)GTfci_i,ii n Tmi_in Tfc2 _i,l2 n T m 2 _ i
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so representation (1.3) implies Cov(Am1 ,2 ,k1- 1,i1, Am2 ,2 ,fc2- 1 ,£2) ^ C o v (X fcl,i1 ,X fc2 ii 2). 
Furthermore,
E  E  E  E  Cov(Xfc1 ,i1 ,X fc2 ,i2 ) 2
m 1 = 1 (&1 ,11 )GTm,1 \Tm1 _ 1  m 2 = 1 (k2 ,l2 )£Tm2 \ Tm2 _ 1
=  E  E  Cov(Xk1 ,i1 ,X k 2 ,i2 )
(fc1 ,l1)£T„ (fe2 ,l2 )£T„
In a similar way one can show 
(  n „
V ar( y 3  5 3  j^m,2 ,fc-1,£j^m,2 ,fc, £ - 1
'm=1 (k,f)£Tm\Tm _1
^  m 4 E E ( Cov(Xk1- 1 ,i1 , Xk2 - 1 ,i2 )Cov(Xk1 ,1 1 - 1 , Xk2 ,i2 - 1 )
(k1 ,l1)GTn (k2 ,l2 )^Tn
+  Cov(Xk1- 1 ,i1 , Xk2 ,i2 - 1 )Cov(Xk1 ,i1- 1 , Xk2 - 1,i2 )) .
Hence, (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) can be derived in a similar way as (3.4), (3.5) and 
(3.6), respectively. □
P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  4.2. As before, we consider only the case a  ^  0 and ft ^  0. 
We have
1 {||Am-Am-1||>5nY/4} ^  S 2n 7/2||Am -  Am -1^2,
hence it suffices to show that
n ' ^  E (|Am  -  Am - 1 14 1 F m -0  - — 0 as n  — to, (4.12)
where 7  is defined by (3.7). By the decomposition (4.1) of Am -  Am - 1  and by the 
inequality (x +  y ) 4 ^  23 (x4 +  y4) for x, y G R,
||Am -  Am - 1 | 4  ^  2 3 |A m,1 | 4  +  2" 53 £M Am,2 ,fc,£
(k,£)£Tm\Tm _1
By the independence of Am j 1  and F m -1, we have E(||A m j 1 | | 4 | F m -1) =  E||Am j 1  
Applying the measurability of Am 2jkjl with respect to F m -1, we obtain that
5 3  £M Am,2 ,fc,£
(fc,l)£Tm\Tm _1







Hence, in order to prove (4.12), it suffices to show that
n
lim n -Y E  E|Am, 1 1| 4 =  0, (4.13)n—-to m= 1
2
lim n 7 E  E ( E  ||Am,2 ,k,i| 2 ) = 0 .  (4.14)n
m= 1  \(fc,£)eTm\Tm_1
It is easy to see th a t using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain
( m k- 1 \  4 /  m 1 - 1E  E a k - 1- i£ k,m£*,m + 2 3( E  E  ftl - 1- j£ m,l£m,j
k=-m + 2  i= -m + 1  /  y l=-m + 2  j= -m + 1
If 0 < a  < 1 then by Lemma 12 of [2] we have E |A m, 1 14 =  O(m 2), while for 
a  =  1 a short calculation shows th a t E||Am j 1 | | 4 =  O(m4) as n  — to. Hence, (4.13) 
is satisfied for all possible values of 7 .
Furthermore, we have
E ( | A
\(fc,l)£Tm\Tm _1
=  E  E  E( (^4m,2,k1-1,i1+^4m,2,k1,i1-1)(^4m,2,k2-1,i2+^4m,2,k2,i2-10.
(&1 ,11 )eTm\Tm_1 (k2 ,l2 )£Tm\Tm,_1
From Lemma 2.9 follows
E(^4m,2,k1,i1 Am,2 ,k2 ,i2 ) ^  3 M4E^4m,2,k1,£1 EAm,2 ^ 2 ,1 2 , 
while using (4.4) and representation (1.3), one can see
EAm,2 ,k,£ ^  v a rX k,i.
By Lemma 2.1 there exists a constant C (a , ft) such that
{
C(a,  /?), if a  +  (3 < 1;
(7 (0 !, f3)y/k +  £, if a  +  ¡3 =  1 and 0 < a  < 1;
C (a, ft)(k +  I), if a  +  ft =  1 and a  G {0, 1}.
Now, it is easy to see that
E I E  HAm,2 ,fc,iII2 ) ^  1 2 M 4 C (a, ft)mY-4 (4m -  1 )2,
\(fc,l)£Tm\Tm_ 1  )
which implies (4.14). □
2
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5 P roof o f P roposition  1.4
In what follows we will assume tha t 0 < a  < 1 and ft =  1 -  a . Consider the 
following expression of det Bn
det Bn ^   ^ ^   ^ ^^k1 ,l1 ,k2 ,l2 ,
(fc1 ,l1)£T„ (fc2 ,l2 )£T„
where
Wk1 ,l1 ,k2 ,l2 =  X fc1 ,l1- 1X fc2 - 1 ,l2 -  X k1- 1,l1 X k1 ,l1- 1X k2 - 1 ,l2 X k2 ,l2 - 1 .
Using representation (1.3) of X k l from Lemma 2.9 we obtain.
E w  _ A(1) +  a(2) +  a(3) +  a(4) (5 1)E Wk1 ,l1 ,k2 , l 2 =  Afc1 ,£1 ,fc2 ,l2 +  Ak1 ,l1 ,k2 ,l2 +  Ak1 ,l1 ,k2 ,l2 +  Ak1 ,l1 ,k2 ,l2 , (5.1)
where using notation (2.3)
Ak1)i1,k2,12 =  E  (E< ; - 3 ) P (s ka+1 1 - 1- i - ; = k 1 - *)2 p (s k2;a)- 1 - i - j = i 2 - j ) 2
(i,j)£Tfc1 A(k2 _1),(l1 _ 1) A^2
-  E  (Ee4, j - 3 ) P (Ska+ i1- 1- i - j = k 1  - *)P (S ka+ i1- 1- i - j = k 1  - 1 - *
(i,j)£Tfc1 Ak2 _1,l1 Al2 _ 1
X P (S K - 1- i - j  =  l 2 -  j )  P (S k2+a)- 1 - i - j  =  l 2 -  1 -  j ^
Afc21),l1 ,k2 ,l2= Cov2 (X k1 ,l1- 1 ,X k2 - 1,l2 ) -  Cov(Xk1 A - b  X k2 - 1,l2 )Cov(Xk1- 1,l1 ,
Afc31),l1 ,k2 ,l2= Cov2 (X k1 ,l1- 1 ,X k2 - 1,l2 ) -  Cov(Xk1 A - b  X k2 ,l2 - 1 )Cov(Xk1- 1,l1 , X k2 - 1 ,l2 ), 
Ak41),l1 ,k2 ,12=  Var(Xk1 ,11 -  1 )Var(Xk2 -  1 ,l2 )
-  Cov(Xk1- 1 ,i1 , Xfc1 ,i1- 1 )Cov(Xfc2 - 1 ,i2 , Xk2 ,1 2 - 1 ).
It is easy to see, that
n - 9 / 2  E  E  Ak1),l1 ,k2 ,12 =  n -1 /^  ƒ / A(^S1],[ni1],[nS2],[ni2]dS1d t 1dS2 d t 2 . (5.2)
(k1 ,l1)£Tn (k2 ,l2 )£Tn ^  T
Moreover,
[ns1]A([ns2] - 1) + ([nt1] - 1)A[nt2]
|A [ns1],[nt1],[ns2],[nt2j | ^  |M<4 3| E  ° m,n (s 1, ^1, S2 , ^ 2 )
m= 1
[ns1] A[ns2] + [nt1] A[nt2 ] - 2 
+  |M4 -  3| bm,n(s 1 , t 1 , s 2 , t 2 ),
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1
where M 4 := supjE^k 1 : k, l  G Z, k +  I  ^  1} and
am,n (s 1 , Î 1 , S2 , Î2 )
[nsi] A([ns2j —1)
:=  E  S fnas)i] + [nii] — 1—m =  [n s 1] -  *) S [n1—2] + [ni2] —1—m =  [nt2 ] - m +  i)
i=m —([nti] — 1)A[nt2]
^  P S^ [nsi] + [nti] — 1—m,[ns2] + [nt2] — 1—m [ns1] +  [nt2 ] m ) ,
bm,n (s 1 , Î 1 , S2 , Î2 )
[nsi]A[ns2] —1
S[nsi] + [nti] — 1—m L""5^  Vr VlJ[nsi] + [nii] —1—mE  ^ S S  ]  ] =  [nS 1]-  *) P (4 2  ] t  ]     =  [ns 1] -  1 -  *)
i=m - [nt1] A[nt2] + 1
X P ( S ^  + ^ M - m  =  [nt2 ] -  1 -  m +  *) P (^[n- 2]+ [ni2] - 1- m =  [nt2 ] - m  +  *)
^  P S^ [n§1] + [ni1] - 1- m,[ns2] + [ni2] - 1- m [ns1] +  [nt2 ] 1 m ) .
Theorem 2.5 implies tha t there exists a constant D a such tha t 
holds for all k, I ^  1 and j  G { 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  k +  I}. Hence,
[ns1]A([ns2] - 1) + ([nt1] - 1)A[nt2] „ 2
1(1) I ^ 0 1  A# QI ^
^ 2 |M 4 3I [ns 1} +  [ns2} +  [nt1} +  [nt2}- 2 - 2 m
[nsi]A([ns2]—1) + ([nti]-1)A[nt2] + 1
/ dx[nsi] +  [ns2] +  [n-ti] +  [nt2] — 2 — 2x1
^  IM4 -  3|D 2  log ([ns1] +  [ns2 ] +  H 1] +  [nÎ2 ])- (5.3)
By the dominated convergence theorem (5.2) and (5.3) imply
J ™ , n  —9 / 2  E  E  Ak1i!li,fc2 ,l2 = 0- (5.4)
(fci,li)£T„ (fc2 ,l2 )£T„
W hat concerns the second term  in (5.1), we have
n —9 / 2  E  E  4 ^ 2,12 = f f  / / C o v ( z (no)(s1 , t 1 ) , z 0n1)(s2 , t 2 ))
(fci,li)£T„ (fc2 ,l2 )£T„ y y
x ^ ( C o v i z j ^ s i + i ) ,  ^ ” )(s2 , t 2 ) ) - C o v ( ^ ” )( s i , t i ) ,  Z j”0)(s2 , t 2 )) )d s id tid s 2 d t2
By Proposition 2.3 we have
lim C ov(z(no)(s1 , t 1 ) , z 0n1)(s2 , i 2 )) =  Za(S1 , t 1 , S2 , t 2 ). (5.5)n
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Moreover, from Proposition 2.3 also follows, tha t if (1 -  a ) ( s 1 -  s2) =  a ( t 1 - 12) then
both Cov(Z(no)(s 1 , i 1 ) , z 0n1)(s2 , t 2 )) and C ov(z0j1)(s1 , ¿1 ), Z^o («2 + 2 )) converge to
0 in exponential order, as n  ^  to. Hence, if (1 -  a ) ( s 1 -  s2) =  a ( t 1 - 12) then
lim A/n(Cov(zj”0)( s i , t i ) ,Z (^”1)(s2 , t 2 ) ) -C o v (Z ^ ”)( s i , t i ) ,Z 1(”0)(s2 , t 2))) = 0 .  (5.6)n—-TO ’ ’ ’ ’
By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.6 we can apply dominated convergence theorem 
tha t together with (5.6) and (5.5) implies
J —n n —9 / 2  E  E  Aëii,fc 2 ,i2 = ° '  (5.7)
(ki,li)£Tn (k2 ,l2 )^Tn
Using similar arguments one can show that
nlim n 9 / 2  1 2  1 2  =  °  (5-8)ki,li,k2 ,l2
(fclA)eTn (fc2 ,l2 )GTn
At the end we have
n -9/2 V  V  A(4) n Z_  ^ Akl I 1M I 2
(kl ,ll)^Tn (&2 ,l2 )^Tn
Var(Zj; g (s, t))dsd t j  j  v ^ (V ar (Zq /  (s, t)) — Cov(Zq x (s, t), n0 (s, t)))d sd t
T
+  ƒ yC ov(Z 0ni (a i , t i ) ,Z < ÿ (S2 , t 2 ))dsdt
T
x I / v /”-(Var(zj"cj)(s, t)) — Cov(Zg"1')(s, t), Z}"g (s, t)))dsd t.S, i - o v i ^  S, i ) f 
T
Proposition 2.3 and the dominated convergence theorem imply
lim I /Var(zj"o (s, t))d sd t=  lim C o v (z [riQ (s, t ) ,  z jf^  ( s , t ) )dsdt  =  -
2 9 / 2
n^°°J J ' ' "  n^ °°J  J ' ' "  15\  / 7T Q! ( 1 — O!)
T T
Short straightforward calculation shows that
^ ( V a r ( Z $ ( S,i))  -  CoviZg" - 1 (s, t), Z ^  (s, t)))
=  ^ ( V a r t z j f t s , * ) )  -  C o v ^ M ) , ^ ^ * ) ) )
[ns] + [nt]
1 +  ^   ^ ^P(S[ns] + [ni] + 1 —m,[ns] + [ni] + 1—m [ns] +  [nt] +  1 m) 
m= 1





R [ns] + [nt] •— ^   ^ i P(Sm,m — m) P(Sm,m — m 1H .
Obviously, the limit of R[nS]+[nt], if it exists, does not depend on s and t, it is equal 
to
Rto •= E  (p(Sm,m =  m) -  P(Sm,m =  m -  1 )) . (5.9)
m= 1
First we show th a t the terms of the sum (5.9) are strictly positive.
m- 1
P(Sm,m =  m -  1 ) =  E  P(Sma) =  *)P(Sm1-a) =  m -  1 -  *)
i= 0
m- 1 1 / 2  m- 1 1 / 2
<  ( E  P(sma) =  *)2) / ( E  P (sm -a) =  m -  1 - i)2)  /
i= 0  i= 0
m- 1 1 / 2  m 1 / 2  m
<  ( E  p(sma ) = *)2) (  e  p(sma ) = *)2) < e  p(sma ) = * )
i= 0  i= 1  i= 0
m
=  E  P(Sma) =  i)P(Sm1-a) =  m -  *) =  P(Sm,m =  m)
 
, v_ (a) =  i)P (S (1-a)
i= 0
where the last inequality follows from 0 < a  < 1. Now, let
m= 1
For all k G N, we have
n
Rn • =  ^   ^ ^P(Sm,m =  m) P(Sm,m =  m 1^  .
n+k
|R n+k Rn | =  ^"^ P(Sm,m =  m) P(Sm,m =  m 1) . (5.10)
m=n+ 1
Let 5 > 0. If we apply Theorem 2.7 to approximate the terms of the sum in (5.10), 
the error of the approximation is
oon+k f-v -1 r> -1 j'
° a <  ° a <  a —— d r  <  <  -  ('5 11')
2 ^  (2 m )3/2 ^  2 3/ 2 ^  t o 3/ 2 ^  2 3/ 2 J x 3/ 2 ^  2 ’ 1 Jm=n+ 1  ' ' m=n+ 1  n
if n  is large enough. The approximation of |Rn+k -  Rn | equals
n+k | |
V  —  h  _ g - l / ( 4 m a ( l - ^ ) ) |  (5 1 2 )
Y^27rmo!(l —a)m=n+ 1
<  _________ __________  - l / ( 4 n a ( l - a ) )  ± "
^  a/7t(4q!(1 — a ) ) 3 / 2 m ^I+ 1  m 3 ^ 2 ^
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if n  is large enough. Hence, (5.11) and (5.12) imply the absolute convergence of 
(5.9). Using the definition P(S 0 0 =  -1 )  •= 0 we have
TO
1 + Rto =  e  (p (  s a + sm1- a ) = m) -  p( sma ) + sm1 - a ) = m - 1 ))
m= 0
TO
= 3iim  a E  (p(sma ) + S 3 = m) -  P(sma ) + s m = m - 1 ))
m= 0
=  lim (F4 (1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ; a 2, ft2) -  aftF 4 (2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ; a 2 ,ft2))
3 —-1- a
where F 4 (a, b, c, d; x, y) is a hipergeometric series of two parameters defined by
Ft ( a , b , c , d , x , y ) : = £ ; £ ;  ( » W f r w ^ y .  VH + > /6K > .
m= 0  n=0 (c)m(d>nm!n!
a, b, c, d G N and (a)n •= a(a +  1 ) . . .  (a +  n  -  1) (see e.g. [6 ]). As
Fi (a , b ,  a , b ; r  n  - x ) f l - y ) )
( 1  -  x ) b ( 1  -  y)
( 1  -  x) ( 1  -  y) ’ ( 1  -  x) ( 1  -  y)J  1 -  xy
we have
i , p  _  r  (! T  +  « 2 -  /? )  (! T  -  « 2 +  /? )  ^
00 ¡3 >1—a 4 a f t ( l  =F -  (a  +  ft)2) ( l  T  ~  (a  -  ft)2)
( ( !  T  a a?p +  a 2 -  ft2) ( l  T  0-q,^ -  a 2 +  ft2) -  4 a f tj  — - g 2
since a - 2 3  ^  0 if ft ^  1 -  a . Since the right hand side of (5.13) can serve as aa,3
dominating function for R[ns]+[nt], from the dominated convergence theorem follows 
lim [ f  i/n(Var(Zj;"o (s, t)) — Cov(Zg"1')(s, t), z [Uq (s,  t)))d sd t =  g 2 , (5-14)
which together with (5.4), (5.7) and (5.8) implies
lim n - 9 / 2 E d etB n =  2 ^ ¿ .n—-to
Now, let us deal with the variance of det Bn . Obviously,
¿ V a r ( d e t  B n) =  ± E E E E Cov(W^ W ka/ aM/ 4)
(k1,i1)£T„(k2,i2)eT„ (k3,is)eT„ (k4,i4)eT„
(5.15)
nCov(Wn(S1 , t 1 , S2 , t 2 ), Wn(s3,t3, S4 , ¿4))ds1di1ds2di2ds3dt3ds4dt4,





Wn (S1,t1, S2,t2) • =  ( * $  (s1,t1)Z0n1)(s2 ,t2))2
-  z (n0)(s1,t1)z0n1) (S1,t1)z(n0)(s2,t2)z0n1)(s2 ,¿2 ).
Short calculation shows tha t the right hand side of (5.15) can be rewritten as
I n ( en 1)(s1,t1, S2,t2, S3,t3, S4 , t4) +  en2)(«1,t1, S2 , t 2 , S3,t3,S4,t4) (5.16)
T T T T
+  2©J3) (s1j ¿1  , «2, ¿2, «3, ¿3, «4, ¿4 )^ ds1dt1ds2dt2ds3dt3ds4dt4,
where
e J 1) («1, ¿1, «2, ¿2, «3, ¿3, «4, ¿4 )
:= c o v (  zon? («1,i 1)z1no) (S2,i2)(zon1)(S1,i1) -  z g ^ l  ^ o x z g  ( ^ 2 ) - z o n ? ^ ) ) ,
Z0 , 1) («3, ¿3) z (, o) ¿4) (z o , l ^ ^  ¿3) -  Z 1 , o) ( i3, ¿3)) (z ( , o) ¿4  -  Zo , l ^ ^
^  («1 , i 1 )z1no) («1 , i  1 ) ( z (no) («2 , ¿2  ) -  zo;1) (en2) («1,il, «2, ¿2, «3, ¿3, «4,Î4):=Cov^ z0Ji) l ^ Z ™ ,Îl  ^ « 2  0Ji «2 ,¿2 )) 2
z g ^ ^ z g ^  ,¿3 ) ^  («4, ¿4 ) -  z g  («4 ,Î4 ))^  , 
en3) («1,il, «2, ¿2, «3, ¿3, «4,Î4):=Cov^ Z g  ( « l^ O Z g  («1 , ¿l) ( z g ^  ,¿2 ) -  < > (« 2  ,Î2 ))2 
Z0 , l) («3, ¿3) z 1 , 0) ¿4) (Z0 ,l ^ ^  ¿3) -  z 1 _ 0) ¿3)) (Z 1 , 0) ¿4  -  Zo , 1) Ï
By representation (1.3) the components n 0 (q), q =  1, 2, 3, of the integrand in (5.16) 
are linear combinations of covariances of form
Cov(£ii j  £¿2 ,¿2 ei3 ,j3 e*4 ,j4 , e*5 ,j5 ^ ¿6 ,j6 £*7 ,j7 ^ *8 ,j8 ) , (5.17)
where the indices (ir , j r ) G Z2, r  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  8  run either on triangle Tjn S q ],[n t q ] —1 
or on T[nSq] —1l[ntq], q =  [(r +  1)/2]. The coefficients of the linear combinations are 
products of 1 /n  and two terms of form P(Sj“ s ]+[nt ] —1—* — j =  [n«mr] -  1 -  ir ) , 
two terms of form P fS P , , , . , . . =  [nim ] — ir ) and four terms of formV |nsmr l + |nimr 1- 1- i r - jr L m^  T>[ ] [ t r]  ¿  
P i S [nSmr ] + [ntmr ] —1—¿r —jr =  [nimr ] ~  i 0  -  P ( S [Lmr ] + [ntmr ] —1—¿r —jr =  [nimr ] -  1 -
=  : ^ L j-^ m r  , ¿mr )
where U8=1{mr } =  {1, 2, 3, 4}. Corollary 2.8 implies th a t there exists a constant 
Ca > 0 depending only on a  such that
A , v i (smr, t mr) ^  ----- - •  (5.18)
[n «mr ] +  [nimr ] -  1 -  ir -  j r
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Covariances of form (5.17) are equal to zero if the index sets {(¿r , j r ) : r  =  1, 2, 3, 4} 
and {(¿r , j r ) : r  =  5, 6 , 7, 8 } are disjoint. Besides the nonempty intersection of these 
sets, to obtain nonzero covariances in (5.17) for each u G {1, 2 , . . . ,  8 } there should 
exist at least one v G {1, 2 , . . . ,  8 } such th a t u =  v and (*M, j M) =  (iv, ). Consider 
first the case, when {1 , 2 , . . . ,  8 } is divided into two disjoint subsets {ui, u 2, u3, u4} 
and {vi ,v2 ,v3 ,v4}, (*„r , j„ r ) =  (iVr , j Vr ), r  =  1, 2, 3, 4 holds and no other index pairs 
are equal. This configuration yields the highest amount of terms when we express 
Cov(Wn (s1, t i ,  s2, t 2), Wn (s3, t 3, s4, t 4) ) . Expression (5.16) shows th a t the sum of 
the corresponding terms of n - 9 V ar(det B„) can be rewritten as the sum of terms 
of form
d s 1d t 1ds2 d t2 ds3 dt3 ds4 d t4,
where {mr : r  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  8 } =  {1, 2, 3,4} and (ur , vr ) G {(0,1), (1, 0)}, r  =
1, 2 , . . . ,  6 . Lemma 2.1, Propositions 2.3 and 2.6 and the dominated convergence 
theorem imply tha t these terms of n - 9 V ar(det B„) converge to 0 as n  ^  to.
The next case is when the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  8 } is divided into three disjoint subsets 
{wi,w2 ,w3} and {vi ,v2 ,v3} and {w i,w 2} and either
(i«r , ) (iVr , j«r ) (iWr , ), r  1, 2, and ( * « 3  , j u3 ) (iV3 , j V3 )
or
(i«r , ) (iVr , ), r  1, 2, and ( i « 3  , j U3 ) (iV3 , j V3 ) (iWl , j Wl ) (iWl , j W2 )
holds and no other index pairs are equal. Inequality (5.18) implies tha t expressions 
of form
E  P (S 0nsi ] + [n ti]-i-j =  InSl] -  *)A S ) ( s 2 (S3, t 3)
)^T[nsi ]A[ns2]A[ns3 j — 1,[nti]A[nt2]A[nt3 j — 1
are bounded uniformly in n  and (sr , t r ) G T, r  =  1, 2, 3. Hence, Propositions 2.3 and 
2.6 and the dominated convergence theorem imply tha t the terms of n - 9 Var( det B„) 
corresponding to this second case also converge to 0 as n  ^  to . The remaining 
terms can be handled in a similar way. □
6 P roof o f P roposition  1.5
Similarly to Section 5 it is enough to consider the case 0 < a  < 1 and ft =  1 — a. 
We have
n - 7 / 2 B„A„ =  (n - 5 / 2 B„ — a  22 l )  n - 1A„ +  n - V 2; lA n ,
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and short straightforward calculation shows that
(n - 5 / 2 B„ — a 2; l )n - 1A„ =  C„ +  D„,
where
C„ := n - 5 / 4 diag(A „)n- 9 / 4 B „(1 , 1 )T ,
( ^ 5 7 2  E  -  a l J - Q n ( l , - 1 )
(k,f)£T„
Here diag(An ) denotes the two-by-two diagonal matrix having An in its main 
diagonal and




n 5 / 2 (fc,£)£Tr
Representation (1.3) and independence of the error terms ek l imply EQn =  0 and
-^ E  Q l  =  \  E  (Xfc_ M - X M _ i ) 2 (6.3)n 2 n 2
(fe,l)GTn
=  f f  ^ ( y & T ( z [ ^ ( s , t ) )  +  V a i ( z [ ^ ( s , t ) )  -  2 C o v (4 ”i ( s , i ) , z i”o (s ,i) ))d sd t.
According to Proposition 2.6 the last term  is bounded which together with (6.2) 
p -p  
implies D n — ► (0 , 0 ) 1 as n  ^  to.
E  )  =  “ 9 / 4  E  E  I t 2 y  y' t ,9 / 4 /  n 9 / 4  i — Xk_i iiAfcii_i
1 - nTn\ _  1 c ( X k,e-i ~  X k - i / X k ^ - i
(fc,£)eT
™l j 4 J J  lvV a r ( z g ( S, t ) ) - C o v ( z g )(S, t ) , z g )(S, t ) ) yl V°
as n  ^  to. Furthermore, using Lemma 2.9 we obtain
V a /  E  (X 2 ,i_ i — X fc_ i,iX fc, i _ i ^  =  E  E  B g )ilifc2 ,i2 + 2 Bk2 )ilifc2 ,i2
MM)eT„ '  (fci,£i)eT„ (fc2 ,i2 )eT„
I D(3) I r (4)
+  B fel,ll,fc2 ,l2 +  B kl,ll,k2 ,l2 ,
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< ! i l , k 2 ,i2 =  E  (e<;—3 ) P es i a k _ i _ i _ j = ki —*)2 pes i2+i2)_ i_ i_ j= i 2 —1—j ) 2(i,j)GTfcl Afc2 ,ll a^2 — l
— E  eEe4,j—3 )pes i2+a)_ i_ i_ j= i 2 —j ) p e s i2+a)_ i_ i_ j= i 2 —1 —j )
(i,j)GTfcl A(k2 — l),ll AI2 —l
x P e ^ t i i l _  i_ i_ j =  k i — i) 2
— e  eE< ; —3 ) P es(a + il_ i _ i_ j= k i —i) P es ( : i i l _ i  _ i_ j= k i —1 —*)
(i,j)GT(fcl — l)Afc2 ,ll AI2 —l
x P es ( 2+?2)_ i _ i _ j = i 2 —1 —j )
+  e  eE< ; —3 ) P es i a k _  i_ i_ j= k i —w i a V  i ^ = k i —1—*)
(i,j)£Tfcl Afc2 —l,il AI2 —l
x P e s K _  i _ i _ j = i 2 — j ) P es i 2+a)_ i _ * _ ; = i 2 —1 —j )
B £ * , k2 ,l2 = Cov(Xkl,ll_^ X fc2 ,l2_iK Cov(Xk l.l^b  X k 2 ,l2_ i) — Cov(Xk l ,^ ^  X fc2_i ,12 ^  , 
B £ * , k2 ,l2 = Cov(Xkl,ll_^  X k2 ,l2_iK C o v (X l_i,ll , X k 2—i,l2 )— Cov(Xkl_i,ll , X k2 ,l2_0 ) , 
B Ï * .  k2 ,l2 = Cov(X kl _ i ,ll , X  k2 ,l2_ i) (C°v(X k l.^^b X  k 2_i,l2 )— Cov(X kl ,ll_i, X  k2 ,l2_0 ) .
Hence, using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 1.4 (see (5.4) and 
(5.7)) one can verify
Y  (X M - i =  0 .
n  '  (k,l)eT„ '
Naturally, the same holds for the second component of n  _9 / 4 Bn (1,1)T , which means 
n _ 9 / 4 B „(1 ,1)T ^  (0,0)T as n  ^ to . (6.4)
pProposition 1.3 and (6.4) imply C„ — ► (0,0) 1 as n  ^ to , so to prove the 
asymptotic normality of n  _ 7/ 2 BnA„ it suffices to show the asymptotic normality of 
n  _ i a  a 1 A„ =  n _ ^ „ ( a ^ , , —)T .
As A„ is a two dimensional martingale with respect to filtration (F „ )„ ^ i,
Qn — Qn _ i =  A„,i — A„,i +  £m (  An,2 ,k _ i,l — An,2 ,k,£ _ i) (6.5)
(k,f)eT„\Tn —l
is a martingale difference with respect to the same filtration. This means th a t similarly 
to the proof of Proposition 1.3 we can apply the Martingale Central Limit Theorem 
and the statem ent of Proposition 1.5 follows from the propositions below.
P ro p o s itio n  6 . 1
n




P ro p o s itio n  6.2 For all 6 > 0,
53 E i (Qm — Qm -i)2! /
m= i
i
P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  6 . 1. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 4.1. 
Let Vm := E((Qm — Qm - 1 ) 2 | F m -1) . The statem ent of Proposition 6.1 will follow 
from
lim ~n Y 3n—too n 2 < ^
lim Var y  vmn—»-no n 4 \ • ^ 0 .
(6 .6 )
(6.7)
By the martingale property of Qn we have
53 Evm = E e ( e (  Qm i F m_ o  -  = E (EQm -  EQm—i;m=im= i m= 1 EQ
which together with (6.3) and (5.14) implies (6 .6 ).
Furthermore, representations (6.1) of Qn and (4.8) of Un imply
=  (1, —1 )UnUT(1, —1)T =  E(Ai ,1 —Ai,i)  + 5 3  (An,2 ,fc-1,£ —^ 4„j2,fe,l-1)
(fc,l)ET„\T„-i
This means that to  verify (6.7) one has to show
lim — Var | ^ 3n—►to n 5 3  (Am,2 ,k —i,l — Am,2 ,k,l—iym=1 (fe,£)eTm\Tm-i
Now, consider
Var I 53 (Am,2 ,fc—i,l — Am,2 ,k,l—i)
Vm=i(fe,£)eTm\Tm-i
n n
E  E  E  E  Gmi ,m2 ,ki ,li ,&2 ,l2
m 1 = i (kl ,ll )GTmi \Tmi - 1  m 2 = i (k2 ,l2)£Tm2 \ Tm2- l
n n mi
(6 .8 )
E  E  E  E  Gmi,m2 ,ki ,mi ,k2,m2
mi = i m2 = i ki = — mi + i k2 = — m2+i 
mi m2 —i
+ E  E  Gmi ,m2 ,ki ,mi ,m2 ,l2
ki = — mi + i 12 =—m2 + i
mi — i m2 mi — i m2 — i
+ E  E  Gmi,m2 ,mi,li,k2 ,m2 E  E  Gmi ,m2 ,mi ,li ,m2 ,l2








mi, m2 , ki, l i , k2, 12
:=  C°v f (Am1,2 ,k1- 1,l1 — -Am1,2 ,fc1,l1- 0  J (Am2,2 ,k2- 1,l2 — Am2 ,2 ,k2 ,l2- 1
By representation (1.3) of X k l and definition (4.4) of Am,2,kjl we have that
k- 1
Am,2 ,k -1,m — X k - 1,m
Am,2 ,k,m — 1 — X k,m — 1 j
 — 5 3 a k -1 -"£.
i= -m + 2
A.
1 - 1
-m,2 ,m,l- 1 =  X m,l- 1 ^   ^ ( 1  a)
i,mi
a )l - 1 - j  £r
j= -m + 2
Am,2 ,m— 1,l — X m — 1,lj
m;
m;
m — 1 ; 
m — 1 .
Hence, e.g.
E E Gm1 ,m2 ,k1 ,m1 ,k2,k1 = - m1+1 k2 = -m2 + 1m1 m2 /
= E  E  M  (Xk1-1,k1 = -m 1 + 1 k2 = -m 2 + 1 k1-  1,m1 X k1 ,m1 - 1
k1 - 1
— Y a k1-1-i1<¿1 ,m1 ,
¿1 = - m1 + 2  
k2 - 1 vk2 - 1- i 2 c
<  4 E  E  Gk1= -m 1 + 1 k2 = -m 2 + 1
(1)
k k +  g ( 2) k +  G k ; k +  G k  k ,k1,m1,k2,m2 k1,m1,k2,m2 k2,m2,k1,m^ 1 k l ,ml ,k2 , n2 ,
i2 = -m 2 + 2 
(2 ) (^3)
where
Gk1,m1,k2 ,m2 :=  Cov f (X k1- 1,m1 X k1,m1 - 0  , (X k2- 1,m2 X k2 ,m2 - 1(1)T
(2 )Gk/,m1,k2 ,m2 := C ov( (Xk1- 1 , m 1 Xk1 ,m1- 1
k2 - 1
2 (  ^  a k 2 -1 -eE a"*'i= -m2 + 2  
k2 - 1
i,m2
(3)k1 ,m1 ,k2 ,m2Gko; m. k___:= C o v ((  ] T
k1 - 1  
Ei1 = -m 1 + 2 a k 1 - 1 - i 1  £,•
i= -m 2 + 2 
2 k2 - 1
E
¿2 =—m2 + 2







Thus, by Lemma 2.9 and representation (1.3) we have
/ k2 —i \ 2 
Gk2i),mi,k2 ,m2 ^  4M4C0V Xki —i,mi , E  a " 2 — i —^ 2  (6.9)'  i=— m2 + 2  '
/ k2 —i \ 2 
+  4 M 4 C0 W Xki,mi — i , ^  a k2 —i—'e i .m j  ;
'  i=— m2 + 2 '
/ k1 - 1 k2 - 1 
Gk31),m1,k2 ,m2 ^  2M4CoW ] T  a k 1 - 1 - i 1  £i1,m1 , ] T  a k2 - 1- i 2£¿2 , ^ )  . (6 .1 0 )
^¿1 = -  m1 + 2  ¿2 = -m 2 + 2
From representation (1.3) follows that if m 1 ^  m 2 then
/ k2 - 1  
CoW Xk1- 1,m1 , ] T  a k2-1-i£i
^ i=-m 2 + 2
k1 Ak2 - 1
=  E  K Ska+m1-m 2- 1-* =  k 1 — 1 — *)«k2-1-ii=-(m 1 - 1) A (m2-  2 )
k1 Ak2 - 1
^ a k2+miAm2 V -  -------------- a--------_  ^ a a ‘»+miA"*2(Jt1 +  m 1) l^(ki +  mi — m 2 — 1 — i ) 1 /2  i=-(m 1- 1)A(m2- 2 r  1 2
where the second inequality is a consequence of Theorem 2.5. Naturally, a similar 
upper bound can be derived for the second term  in (6.9) and using this bound after 
a short calculation we obtain
1 n n m1 m2
—  V  V  V  V  r (2).n4 / ^ / ^ / ^  /  ki,mi,k2 ,m2mi = i m2 = i ki =—mi + i "2 =—m2 + i
2 n mi mi m2
^  „ 4  E  E E  E  a 2 (t2+miAm2 )(fc i+ ro i)
mi = i m2 = i ki = — mi + i "2 = — m2 + i
^  16M^  9____ >0
( 1  — ck) ( 1  — a 2)n  
as n  ^  to . Now, (6.10) implies
n n mi m2
^  F  F  F  Y  G™ kn4 /   ^  ^  ^  ^ ki,mi,k2 ,m2mi = i m2 = i ki = — mi + i "2 =—m2 + i
Q , , n m m kiAk2 — i i £ 7i/f^ 8 M 4  £  £  a 2 fcl+2 fc2 - 4 - 4 i  ^  I 6 M 4
n 4 ( 1  _  a 2 )2 n 2m=i ki = — m+i "2 = —m+i i=—m+ 2  '
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as n  —— to and the same can be proved for the remaining three terms of (6.8). Thus,
Var £  v A  ^  E  E  E  E  G k1),l1,k2 ,l2 +  Hn\m= 1  /  m1 = 1 (k1,l1)£Tm1 \Tm1 - 1  m2 = 1 (k2 ,l2)£Tm2 \Tm2- 1
(1)
(k1,l1)£T„ (k2 ,l2)£Tn^  E  E  G k1 ,l1,k2 ,l2 +  H n,
where n  4 H n — 0 as n  — to. As X k -1 l — X k l - 1  is also a linear combination 
of the variables {£i,j : (i, j ) G Tkjl}, by Lemma 2.9 we have
E  E  G k1),l1,k2 ,l2 ^  E  E  2 M4 Lk1),l1,k2 ,l2 +  ( M  —3) + Lk1),l1,k2 ,l2(k1 ,l1)£Tn (k2 ,l2)£Tn (k1,l1)£Tn (k2 ,l2)£Tn
+  ( m 4 — 3)+ E  E  E  L k3 ),k2 ,i, (6.11)l= -n + 1  k1 = - 1 + 2  k2 = - 1 + 2
where
Lk1i),l1,k2 ,l2 :=  Co^ X k1- 1,l1 — X k1,l1- 1 ,X k2 - 1,l2 — X k2 ,l2- 1 ) 2
L k21),i1,k2 ,i2 :=  E  ( P (Ska+i1- 1- i - j  =  k 1  — *)— P (Ska -+11 -  1- i - j  =  k 1  — 1 — *))
(¿,j)£Tfc1 Afc2 - 1,l1 Al2 - 1
X ( P (Sfc2+12  -  1- i - j  =  k 2 — *) — P ( S ( a +12 -  1- i - j  =  k 2 — 1 — *))
k 1 A k 2 - 1  ( ) 1
(3) —  \  A —4— | / 1 A2fei+ 2 ^ 9 —4 —4i\
fci,fc2 , i -  Z .  1“  J ^  « ( I - « ) 'i= - l+ 1  V }
Obviously,
—  V  S '  T {1)n4 /  ^ .¿__v k1 ,l1,k2 ,l2(k1,l1)£Tn (k2 ,l2)£Tn
^A/nCov(Zg1')(si, t i)  — (si, ii) , 4 j1)(s2, ¿2 ) — (s2 , ¿2 ))^ )
T T
where due to Propositions 2.3, 2.6 and the dominated convergence the right hand side 
converges to 0 as n  — to. Furthermore,
—  V  V  L (2) = i f  i f  L {2) r?4 /   ^  ^ k1,l1,k2 ,l2 I I  I I  [ns1],[ni1],[ns2],[ni2](k1 ,l1)£Tn (k25I2)£Tn t  T
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[ns1]A[ns2] + [nt1]A[nt2 ] - 2 [ns1 ]A[ns2]- 1
L(2) <  /W s M  = rn ^  ]_  i ) 2
and
'/[nsi].[nti].[ns2].[nt2] ^   ^ /Lv S [ns1 ] + [nt1] - 1- m [ns1] i )m= 1  ¿=m-[nt1] A[nt2] + 1
+  P (S [rs)1] + [ni1] - 1-m  = [ns1] — 1 —i) )  (6.12)
( P (^[ns- ]+[ni2] - 1- m =  [nt2 ] —m +  i)2+  2f+[nt2] - 1-m  =  [nt2 ] — 1 — m +  i ) ^  .
Consider e.g. the first term  of the right hand side of (6.12). Theorem 2.5 implies that 
there exists a constant D a such that
[ns1] A[ns2] + [nt1] A[nt2 ] - 2 [ns1  A[ns2 ] - 1
E  E  P (S £ )1] + [nt1] - 1-m  =  [nS1] — i ) 2m= 1  i=m-[nt1] A[nt2] + 1
X ^ i n - 2“+[nt2] - 1-m  =  [nS2] — m +  i ) 2  
[ns1]A[ns2] + [nt1]A[nt2 ] - 2  2
 ^ E  ~m = 1 [ns1] A [ns2 ] +  [nt^ A [nt2 ] — 1 — m
[ns1]A[ns2 ] - 1
X E  P ( S fn“ )1 ] + [nt1] - 1-m  =  [nS1] — '0  P ( S n - ^ ^ M - m  =  [nS2] —m +  i)
¿=m-[nt1] A[nt2] + 1
[ns1]A[ns2] + [nt1]A[nt2] - ^  ( 0  r l , r j- 1 )
P { b [ n s 1] +  {n t 1] - l - m , { n s 2] +  {nt2] - l - m = [ n S l \  +  [nt2\ - m )
m= 1
2 \   ^ ^ vS [ns1] + [nt1] - 1- m, [ns2] + [nt2] - 1-
[ns1] A [ns2] +  [nt^ A [nt^] — 1 — m
[ns1 ]A[nS2] + [ni1]A[ni2] -3
E  1 1m = 0 m + 1  ([ns1] V [ns2] +  [nt^ V [nt2] +  m +  1) 1 /2
TO 1
^  D ° 1 2  (m +  1)3/2 ^  00• m= 0
From the other hand,
[ns1] A[ns2] + [ni1]A[ni2 ] - 2 [ns1  A[ns2 ] - 1
E  E  P ( Sris 1 ] + [ni 1 ] - 1 - m =  [nS1] — 0 2m= 1  i=m-[nt1] A[nt2] + 1
X ^ i 1- 2“+[nt2] - 1-m =  [nS2] — m +  i ) 2
^  i/nC ov  ( Z g  (s i , 11), Z g  (s2, 12))
which by Proposition 2.3 converges to 0 as n  — to  if (1 — a ) (s 1 — s2) =  a ( t 1 —12). 
Similar results can be derived for the remaining three terms of the right hand side of 
(6 .1 2 ), so by the dominated convergence theorem
JHw E  E  42)A,fc2A = °-(k1 ,l1)£Tn (k2 ,l2)£Tn
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n n n Q
—7 F  F  F  e ^  —1--------n-----  ^0  as n  —>■ oo,n 4 ki,k2/  a M _  a \nl= -n + 1  fci = - £ + 2  k2 = - l + 2  V '
which completes the proof. □
P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  6.2. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 4.2 it suffices to 
show that
At the end we have
1—  E ((Qm -  Qm_ i ) 4 | f m_ i) — >0 as n  —>■ oo. (6.13)
m= 1
Using decomposition (6.5) we obtain
(Qm — Qm - 1 )4 <  2 3 (Am)1 — ^ 1)1) +  23  ^£k,l (Am,2 ,k -1,l — Am,2 ,k ,l-1)^
By the independence of Am 1  and F m - 1  we have
E((Am ,1 — A^ ) 4 | F m - 1) =  E ^  — A^ ) 4 <  4 E|Am,1 | 4,
while the measurability of Am 2 k i with respect to F m -1, implies
E ( (  5 3  £fc ,l(Am , 2 , k - 1,1 — Am , 2 , k ,1- 1 ,
^ (k,f)eTm\Tm_i
^  ((M 4 — 3)+ +  3 )^  (A4m,2,fc-i,i — A4m,2,fc,£-i) .
From (4.13) follows that in order to prove (6.13), it suffices to show
1 n i  \  2 lim —7 ^ 3  E ( V3 (A m,2,k-1,£ — A m,2,k,£-l) ) = 0. (6.14)n——^o n 4 \ Im=1 '(fc,i)eTm\Tm_i 7
Using the same arguments as in the proof of (6.7) we obtain 
~ ~ x 2 
E E  (Am,2 ,k -1,£ — Am,2 ,k,£-1)
Mk,f)ETm\Tm- 1
5 3  (Am,2 ,fc1- 1,£1 — Am,2 ,k1,£1- 1 ,l
(kl ,^ 1)GTm\Tm- 1  (k2 ,l2 )^Tm\Tm-1
X (Am,2 ,k2 - 1,^2 Am,2 ,k2 ,l2 - 0  ^
^  E  E  (Gk1 ,l1,k2 ,l2 +  Hm 7
(k1 ,^ 1)GTm\Tm-1  (k2 ,l2)^Tm\Tm-1
) 2
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Gfci,ii,fc2 ,i2 :=  E ^(X fcl_ i,i1 — X k ^ - i )  (X fc2_ i,i2 — X fc2 ,i2 _ 0  j
and
1 n ~—r V   ^0  as n  —>■ oo. (6.15)n 4 m= 1
Furthermore, by applying Lemma 2.9 and a decomposition similar to (6.11) we have
G?fc1 ,i1,fc2 ,i2 ^  3M4E(X k1_ i ji 1 — X k1 ji 1_ ^  ^ X k2_ i,i2 — X k2 ji 2_ i) +  Caj
with some constant Ca > 0. Besides this, from Proposition 2.6 immediately follows 
that there exists a constant K a such that for k, l  G Z, k +  l  ^  1,
E(X fc-i,£ — X fc,£-i) =  Var(Xfc-i,£) +  Var(X kji _ i ) — 2 Cov(Xk_i,i, X k ,i- i) ^  2 K a. 
Hence,
.. n .. n
^ 4  5 3  5 3  5 3  G fci,li,fc2,l2 ^  ( 1 4 ^ 4 ^ 0 ,+  G a ) ^ r  (2 m ~  1 )2 ^ 0
n m=i(k1,l1)eTm\Tm_1(k2 ,l2)eTm\Tm _1 n  m=i
as n  ^  to, which together with (6.15) implies (6.14). □
where
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